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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 14, 1903

EIGHTH ANNUAL
CONVENTION
Of National Association of
Manufacturers.
YOUNG

VANDERBILT GETS MARRIED

ExPresldent Grover Cleveland Presides at
a Booker Washington Meeting.

New Orleans. La., April 14. Men re- is well known and well .iked In the
presenting the leading manufacturing most fashionable set of New York
institutions of the Unued istates, to society. She is tall, shapely, and In
the number of nearly 1,000, gathered addition to being an excellent golfer,
In Tulane Hall today, when the eighth tennis player and swimmer, Is a highannual convention of the National As- ly accomplished horsewoman.
Her
sociation of Manufacturers
of the father was a member of the old Long
United States was formally opened. Island family of Neilson. He died nine
The gathering was called to order by years ago. Her mother was Miss Belle
Vice President Porch. Governor Heard Gebhardt, a sister of "Freddie"
and Mayor Capdevieiie welcomed the
and a daughter of an old New
visitors, and President David M. Parry York merchant of Swiss extraction.
-

Geb-har-

of Indianapolis responded. Following
the president's address came the appointment of committees, and then
President Parry read his annual report. In the course of his remarks
he referred at length to the defeat of
the eight hour bill before congress
and laid great stress upon the necessity of the manufacturers sticking
close together In order to withstand
the unjust demands of organized labor
'bodies. The reports of the secretary,
treasurer and various committees followed. The total membership, as
shown Is more than 1,600, scattered
among nearly forty states. Pennsylvania leads the states In membership,
with New York, Ohio and Indiana following closely behind.
Toledo has a large delegation on
hand prepi.red to make a hard fight
to secure next year's convention of
the association. Pittsburg iud one
or two other cities are also applicants
for the gathering.
President Parry's address was wholly confined to condemnation of organized labor. Speaking of the eight-hou- r
and
bills which were
defeated at the last session of congress, he said that the association had
performed a great public service in assisting to defeat these bills and giving
opportune check to a socialistic impulse, which would ultimately lead to
anarchy and despotism.
"Organized labor," he said, "knows
but one law, that Is the law of physical
force, the laws of Huns and vandals,
the law of the savage." Parry took
up the anthracite strike and said that
if the price of coal continued up it
would result in the industrial destruction of the United States. The American Federation of Labor was denounced as a breeder of "boycotters,
picketers and socialists." The speaker
denounced conciliation as a myth and
arbitration as a failure. As a cure he
among
organization
recommended
manufacturers and employers throughout the United States.
Fashionable Wedding.
New York, April 14. Miss Cathleen
Nellson. who became the brida of
Reginald Vanderbilt of Newport today,
OFF

FOR

PHILIPPINES.

..Capt, Amos W. Kimball Transferred
to Manila.
ACCOMPANIED

JY

FAMILY.

The Citizen Is in receipt of a letter
from Capt. Amos W. Kimball, quarter-maste- r
of the United States army,
of San Francisco, California.
The captain says in his letter that he
has been transferred to Manila, Philippines, and, with his family, would
sail on the transport Sumner, April 20,
for duty In the Philippines.
"We go via Honolulu, where we will
stop over for a couple of days. On our
return two or three years hence, we
hope to have the pleasure of visiting
Albuquerque for a month or so. I will
keep you posted as to my whereabouts
and may send you an article or two for
publication. It might prove Interests
lng to some of the many readers of
The Citizen."
Mrs. Pratt, of New York, nee Mrs.
Symington, formerly of Santa Fe, is
expected to pass through Albuquerque
tonight for the Pacific coast, and will
probably accompany the Kimballs to
the Philippines. Mrs. Pratt Is a sister
of Col. Perfecto Armijo, and aunt of
Mrs. Kimball.
Pre-slde-

Reginald C. Vanderbilt Is the youngest
son of the late Cornelius Vanderbilt.
He has Just reached his majority.
When his father died Reginald fell
heir to $5,000,000 without conditions.
Then there was a trust fund of $5,iu0,-00- 0
divided among the four children,
share and share alike. The rest of his
wealth he inherited from his grandfather's estate. The Vanderbilt millions are well invested and his income
h not less than $400,000 a year.
Further, In the event of the death of
his elder brother, Alfred Vanderbilt,
Reginald would come in for a large
share of the bulk of the Vanderbilt
millions.

and work of Booker T. Washington,
at the Tuskegee Normal and Industrial
Institute. It Is expected that this will
be one of the most notable meetings
that have been held in New York In
the interest of tne uplifting of the Weak Spct Found in Challen
southern negro through industrial
training. Booker i'. Washington will
ger's Rigging.
make the principal address. Mr. Cleveland will be presented to the meeting
by Mayor Low, and other speakers
will be Edgar Gardner Murphy, of THE
WELLS FARGO OFFICIALS
Montgomery, Ala., Dr. Lyman Abbott
and William H. Baldwin, Jr.
New York Police Find a Man's Body
Political Row In Denver.
Denver, April 14. Memliers of the
In a Barrel.
fire and police board, who were sumappear
governor
moned to
betore tne
this morning to show cause why they
should not be removed, Ignored the MEN KILLED II TUNNEL EXPLOSION
However,
citation.
Thomas appeared before Governor
Weymouth, England, April 14 X
Pealtody and his advisors and made
A race of sixteen miles to leeward X
argument against the governor's tak
from off Weymouth and to beat X
ing any action. Assistant Attorney
back, was laid out for the Sham- General Hersey followed Thomas on
rocks today, but shortly after
the other side, and other arguments
leaving their moorings a weak
were made by attorneys.
The gov
spot developed in the cup chal- ernor reserved his decision.
lenger's gear. When the boats
got outside the wind came In hard
BRIBERY CHARGED.
gusts and the yachts seemed to
have all they could stagger under
Denver Parties Charged with Bribing
and required an occasional luff
Jury in a Murder Trial.
up to ease them. The strain found
Golden, April 14. H. H. Tamen,
Police Magistrate Thomas, Robert
a weak spot in Shamrock Ill's
peak halyard gear. A man was
Schrader and Dan Sadler will now
have to stand trial before a Jury In
sent aloft and on his report the
yacht fetched into sheltered wa- this term of court on charges againBt
ter and anchored.
them of attempting to bribe the Ander
son Jury. This was the effect of Judge Si The wind subsequently soften- De France's decision this morning in
ed and the boats were sent off.
deciding motions to quash.
Shamrock I led by a length, but
Two
years ago Attorney W. W. Anderson
the new boat in a few minutes
closed the gap and ran ahead.
attempted to kill H. H. Tamen and
H. G. Bonflls, of the Denver Post, and
Times at the finish were: Sham- - S
seriously wounded both with a re- V rock III, 3:33:39; Shamrock I,
X
3:39:42.
volver. At the first trial the Jury disagreed and the second, when the alleged bribery is said to have occurred,
acquitted the defendant.
PREPARES REPORTS.

THE

SHAMROCK

Central American Trouble.
San Salvador, April 14. Juan Angel
Arias, who was appointed president Gity Officials Getting Ready for Next
DISTRICT COURT.
of Honduras by the retiring president,
Sierra, has surrendered to the forces
Council Meeting.
of
of General Bonllle, president-elec- t
The Damage Case, Still Before the Honduras, whose forces yesterday oc
cupied Tegucigalpa, capital of that
THERE WILL BE APPLICANTS.
republic.
Court.
'

Safe Robbed.
Denver, April 14. The safe of G. E
HEARD.
Ady, grain and produce uealer, on
Fifteenth street, was dynamited by
They secured
The case of Dl Palmi and Ruppe burglars last night.
did not touch checks In the
against Barnett and Weinman, pro- $211, but nearly
$10,000.
ceeded this morning in the district safe for
court, and, the court having limited
DONATION TO BAZAAR.
the introduction of evidence to the
question of trespass upon plaintiffs
premises, the substance of tne evl
dence upon that point by the plaintiffs
was, the east line of the wall, which Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt Sends Book
fell, on the Weinman lot, was located
and Wishes for Success.
from two and a half to three Inches
west of the east line of the Weinman
lot. A number of witnesses for the
ARRAN6EMENTS COMPLETED- plaintiffs testified that from the north
end toward the south for some ten feet
the excavation on the Barnett lot imThe St. Joseph's hospital bazaar to
mediately adjoining the Weinman lot,
was carried on Immediately up against be given in Colombo hall next Monday
Ruppe's premises, to the depth of from night, is attracting widespread atten
seven to eight feet, and several wit- tlon from prominent people through
nesses testified that the excavation out the country.
Mrs. Harry Strong, who has charge
had exposed the foundation wall on
that lot, and that in several places It ot the handkerchief bootn, received
extended under the Ruppe wall from from Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, yesterBlx to fourteen inches.
Plaintiffs of- day morning, a handsome bound book,
fered a contract entered Into between "Simple Thoughts," which was dediBarnett anu Weinman for the building cated to Theodore Roosevelt. Accomof a party wall between the proposed panying the highly prized donation to
Barnett and the Weinman lot, also the the bazaar was a note from the presicontract and plans and specifications dent's wife wishing the ladles of Alpertaining thereto, between Barnett buquerque great success in the noble
and Granue, the contractor to make and worthy cause. The donation rethe excavations upon the Barnett lot. ceived from Mrs. Roosevelt will be on
The cross examination of the wit- Bale at Mrs. Strong's bootn, and the
nesses was an effort to show that the small token coming from the executive
proximate cause of the fall of the wall, mansion will undoubtedly be In great
was not the excavation adjoining or demand.
The ladies In charge of the bazaar
under the wall, but the Inherent weakness and consequent collapse of the have devoted considerable time
for the event, and all the dewall. Defendants endeavored to show
also that Ruppe had acquiesced or con- tails as to the arrangements have been
sented to the agreement between Bar- completed.
Colombo hall will be a scene of aninett and Weinman, for the party wall,
Saturday
morning
and was estopped to claim damages, mated activity
but the court refused to allow them to when the erection and decoration of
go into this In the plaintiffs caBe. At the booths will be commenced. Mrs.
adjournment argument on the admissi- G W. Harrison, president of the
bility of evidence was being beard by Bazaar association, has issued a call
for every lady interested in the bazaar
the court.
to be on hand at 9 o'clock to offer
suggestions and lend their assistance
Case Decided.
The case was concluded this after- toward directing the work. The booths
noon by direction of the court to the will be built by carpenters furnished
Jury to find a verdict for defendants, by W. W. Strong, contractor and buildthe court as a matter of law holding, er. Dancing will be the pleasure of the
and so instructing, that the wall did VtHltnra frnm 9 nVlnr-l- until A Htnalv
not fall on account of the excavation J hour, and In consideration of this feat
made under the wall of the store occu- ure of enjoyment the booths will be so
pied by the Ruppe drug store.
arranged that there will be ample
room for the dancers without interferMr. Cleveland to Preside.
ing with booths.
New York, April 14. Former PresThe voting contest for the saddle
ident Grover Cleveland will preside at horse, to be presented to the most
a public meeting, for which the Arm- popular young lady in Albuquerque, is
strong association has completed ar- attracting most favorable attention.
rangements, to be held in Madison
The general concensus of opinion
Square Garden Concert Hall tnls even- Is that the bazaar will be the most
ing, for the discussion of the methods successful event of the season.
AR6UMENTS

BEIN6

The city officers are busy these days
making up their annual reports, which
will be submitted to the city council
at the meeting to be held on Monday
night. May 20.
Of course It would not appear in
good taste to give out exact figures before the reports are submitted and act
ed upon by the council, but The Citi
zen knows as a fact that the public
department proved
during the past twelve months, and that
the city clerk collected more money
than any previous clerk, and when all
bills are paid there will be several
thousand dollars to the good in the
city treasury.
Next Monday night will be the last
day, so to speak, of the present city
council, but, barring those who have
announced their Intention to resign,
the mayor and members will hold over
in accordance with a territorial law
passed by the recent territorial legislature, and they will continue in the good
work for the city.
The new law, however, does not keep
In office the city officers, and these all
will have to be appointed over by the
mayor and confirmed by the council.
It Is a foregone conclusion, owing
to his good record, that City Marsha
McMillln will succeed himself as the
chief peace officer of the city, but for
the otoer appointments, for city attorney down to dog catcher, it is understood that there are several applicants for each place, and the race for
the positions may assume Interesting
proportions before the end of the present week.
The Grand Army men are anxious
to see Judge W. D. Lee the city attorney of Albuquerque for the next
twelve months, and It Is quite likely
they will ask his appointment.

NUMBER 429

nominated as the cadet, and those
standing next In order will be named,
respectively, as first, second, third and
fourth alternates. The successful candidates will have to be present at An
napolis, Md., on June 16, 1903, to stand
an examination there.
The local examination will be held
at the University of New Mexico at
Albuquerque, N. M., at 2 o'clock p. m.,
on Tuesday, May 0, 1903, and will con
tinue as long as may be necessary.
The examination will be conducted by
Professor Tight, of the University of
New Mexico, as chairman of the board,
and by Professor Ytillson, of the Military Institute, and Professor Keyes,
of the School of Mines, under rules
and regulations to be previously promulgated by them.
Candidates to be eligible must be In
perfect physical health, actual bona
fide residents of the Territory of New
Mexico, and must be between the ages
cf 15 and 20 years.
Printed copies of the regulations
can be had on application to Delegate
Rodey at Albuquerque, N. M.
Territorial papers please copy.
Wells-Farg-

o

Offices.

San Francisco, April 14. The gener& Co. exal offices of the Wells-Fargpress, which have been maintained In
San Francisco ever since established
over half a century ago, are to be removed to New York next month. It
is announced that the offices of president, vice president and general manager will be established In New York
and possibly some of the lesser department headquarters.
o

MYSTERIOUS MURDER.
Body of a Man Found by Police In

Barrel.
New York, April 14. A murder was
discovered early today according to
the police, by the finding of the body
of a man, apparently an Italian, In a
barrel In East Eleventh street, near
the docks. The man's throat was cut
from ear to ear.
The body was warm when found and
the work of ferreting out the suppos- ed crime was begun at once by the de
tectives. The first and only clue found
during several hours' search were the
letters of W. T. painted on the bottom
of the barrel, but the police think
these letters will aid In revealing the
mystery. It Is supposed that somebody Intended to throw the body Into
the river after bringing It there in a
wagon, but found the pier at East
Eleventh street closed and dropped
the load in the street in a hurry, fearing discovery.
CIRCUS.

g

WILL SECURE

INDICTMENTS
Missouri Authorities Investigating Legislature.
ANOTHER BREAK IN MISSISSIPPI LEVEE:
Rock Island's Proposed Purchase of tho

Frisco Road Abandoned.
St. Louis, Mo., April 14. Investigation of charges of boodling in the state
legislature In connection with baking
powder legislation was resumed today
by the St. Louis and Cole county grand
Juries. Circuit Attorney Folk has sum
moned a number of witnesses for examination in St. Louis today, but as
some of these are wanted In Jefferson
City, they may not appear. Some of
these named are to be or have been examined by the Cole county grand Jury
at Jefferson City. Circuit Attorney
Folk and Attorney General Crow are
In frequent communication over the
long distance telephone, advising each
other as to the progress made by their
respective investigations.
It is said
that enough evidence has been secured
by the grand Jury at the state capital
to secure at least one indictment, announcement of which may be made
soon.

9,

A

Big Event.
REAL OLD TIME CIRCUS.

At the big corral west of the ath
letlc field, Mesilla park, new Mexico,
on Saturday, May 9, 1903, "U Want
Tu C It" Circus will be given under
the auspices of the strong arms and
clever actors of the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.
The large advertising sheets being
sent out by the circus managers tells a
large story of the magnificent and won
derful sights that will be beheld at
this noted event. They Impress the
reader to remember that this is no
cirfake, but a real, genuine,
cus. C. D. Case Is general manager
and C. L. Newcomb, Jr., poses as ringmaster.
First on the program they claim that
a magnificent and gorgeous parade will
be a rare sight, followed by the real
circus, in which will take place won
derful and marvelous exhibitions ot
strength, daring and perilous tight-ropwalking, exhibitions of bareback rid
lng, ground and lofty tumbling, Pro
fessor Vernon's herd of trained bur
rows, exhibitions of athletic feats, the
human grasshoppers, the boxing kanCADET APPOINTMENT.
garoo, and other notable events. The
famous Farmers' Band will dispense
music at odd moments during the enDelegate Rodey Provides for Exam tire performance.
The big program will close with
ination of Applicants.
an exciting and realistic plains scene
depicting with naturalness and fidelity, an emigrant wagon crossing the
OPPORTUNITY FOR BRIGHT YOUNG MAN. plains;
attack by Indians; the cowboys to the rescue.
are being
Elaborate preparations
By this Delegate Rodey gives notice
will undoubtedly
and
the
circus
made
to parents and qualified young men of
be a great success.
New Mexico that there Is now a va-c- f
ncy from this territory for the posiPresident In Camp.
tion of midshipman at the National
Cinnabar, Wyo., April 14. President
Naval academy at Annapolis, Md., Roosevelt moved his camp today from
which the delegate is required to fill.
Black Snake to Slough Creek, eighteen
It has been determined that the se- miles from Fort Yellowstone. He will
lection of the cadet from New Mexico remain at Slough Creek several days
will be made by competitive examinaand then will go into camp on Lake
tion, so that all New Mexico boys may Yellowstone, fltty miles from Cinnahave an equal chance. The one stand- bar, where he will remain until he Is
ing highest in the examination will be ready to leave the park.
old-tim- e

e

cle-r-ere-

BREAK IN LEVEE.

Costly Work of a Little Crayfish on
River Bank.
New Orleans. April 14. Water i
pouring through a crayfish hole 18 to
20 Inches in diameter near the base of
Waterloo levee, on the east bank ot
the river, about seventy miles above
the city, and fear is expressed that before a runaround can be Duilt the
weakened levee will give away. Five
hundred men are at the scene and four
rows of cribbing has been started. The
break at this point would be disastrous, putting the Mississippi Valey
road out of condition, flooding hun
dreds of acres of cotton land and truck
McClelland vs. Ryan.
in the new rlve-- section and
Toronto, Ont., April 14. Jack Mc- farms
valsubmerging
Clelland, of Pittsburg, and Billy Ryan, uable sugar thousands of acres of dislands
U
Fontehartraln
of Syracuse, are to furnish the fistic
entertainment for the patrons of the trict.
THE 'FRISCO ROAD.
STOCK.
PAGING
Rock Island Company Will Not Pur
,
chase at Prsssnt.
fcjpw York, April
lntei;
esis Mu the Rock Island 'company annA Fine List of Fast Pacing Thorough
ounced today that the proposed pur--'
chase of the St, Louis ft San Francisco
bred Horses.
road had been abandoned tor the present. Negotiations may be resumed
later. This same authority declares
THEY ARE 6ETTIN6 IN TRIM.
that failure of the plan has nothing to
do with the recent decision In the
Northern Securities case. It was simAlbuquerque Is coming to the front ply a question of price and the parties
as the "fast horse center of the entire concerned are waiting to come to
southwest," and to bear out the broad terms. Gossip In Wall street has It
assertion reference Is made to the that those in control of the road asked
horses now owned by Albuquerque more cash than the other side saw fit
lovers of equine flesh.
to give. Officials of the 'Frisco in this
Emll Mann and Joseph Barnett have city decline to discus the matter.
recently added to their stock by purchases made from A. M, Keene, of
Fatal Tunnel Explosion,
Fort Scott, Kansas. Mr. Mann secured
Pittsburg, April 14. Two men were
light - bay
gelding, killed and two injured today In a bea
fine
named Exodus, 5 years old, with a pac lated explosion of dynamite at the
lng record of 2:16V4, while Mr. Barnett new Mount Washington tunnel of the
purchased a pacer named Young Hal, Wabash railroad
A blast had been
a dark bay and 6 years old, with a rec- prepared but failed to explode and the
ord of 2:19V4- - With Primrose, 2:12, men returned to ascertain the cause,
and Lady Margaret, 2:11, Mr. Bar when suddenly It went off with a ternett has three of the finest and best rific report, hurling rocks In every dipacing animals In the southwest.
rection. The men killed were HunIf Exodus falls to suit Mr. Mann, garians and as they were known by
Emll can fall back on his trotter, numbers their names could not be obBoone, who is one of the best trotters tained.
.t
in New Mexico.'
Mrs. A. L. Thomas arrived yester
W. L. Trimble puts a lot of faith in
Bonnie Treasure, and be says that day from Carthage, Mo., Joining here
Bonnie, although with no record, can her huBband, who has been In the city
make the best of them go to beat her the past few weeks.
in any kind of a heat race.
Frank Sturges, with his Shecam, Is
BOARD OF EDUCATION.
not saying much as to the ability of
this or that horse on the Albuquerque
race course, but It Is a safe proposition
that Shecam, with a record of 2:12, Could Mot Agree on Clerk or Trustee
will not aliow many of the horses of
for Vacancy.
the Rocky mountain country to throw
dirt In his face when It comes to a
bard fought race.
MEETIN6 LAST NIGHT.
Very little has been heard of T. J.
bninicK tne past lew weeks, but a
friend says he recently received a pac
The school board held a meeting at
lng animal from Columbia, Tenn.,
with no mark, but she is known as the Central school building, but nothvery fast for a
His ing was done regarding the election ot
trotting mare, Action, will not appear a trustee or a new clerk.
After some discussion, the resign.
on the course this season, as she is expected to drop a foal by the latter part tlon of Ralph Hunt, the present clerk.
was accepted, and It will take effect as
oi June,
Besides the above, there are half a soon as a successor is elected.
The name of M. E. Hlckey was pro
dozen 2:30 pacers and trotters In the
city, and it is quite likely that Deputy posed by Dr. Alger, for the office ot
Sheriff Newcomer may be persuaded clerk, and Charles White was placed
to put his black pacer, Black Ike, in In nomination for the same office by
training for the fair races. Ike has a Mr. Newman. Melville Summers was
record of 2:22, and this time was made another candidate for the office. Seven
ballots were taken, three resulting In
when a
a tie between Hlckey and Summers
Tennessee Medics In Session.
and the others, first one way and then
Nashville, Tenn.. April 14 The an- - the other. As it was seen that there
ntfal meeting of the Tennessee State would be no unanimous ballots cast
Medical Association, which began here by the board they adjourned. When
today, Is one of the largest ever held the election will occur Is far from beby me association.
Prominent Dhvsle- - ing known.
ians and surgeons of Memphis, Knox- W. W. McDonald and Dr. Fitzgerald
ville,
Murfresboro, Jackson, Chat- were named as candidates for the oftanooga and Other cities am nrenent fice of trustee, made vacant by
the
A wide range of subjects of interest resignation of Charles Gates Ward,
to the fraternity will be discussed The election of a trustee was discussed
during the three days' sessions.
but no action was taken.
r

ing

-

At Mesilla Park, Saturday May

Crescent Athletic club tonight. The
articles call for twenty rounds at 128
pounds. The two are among the
fighters in the featherweight
division and are expected to put up an
interesting contest.

three-year-ol-

three-year-ol-

HIE ALBUUUEHQUK VAlL
MAY BE IN NEW MEXICO.

i
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Chance That El Paso Lies Within the
ness Manager Who Used
Boundaries of the Adjoining
Bole Agents for Casino Canned Goods,
Territory.
Jaa. Heekln A Co.'s Coffees,
Perhaps we are not .n 'lexas after
WITH AMPLE MEANS
El
says
the
Granite Flour.
Mexico,
New
all,
In
but
complete
and
full
is
SUNDHIES
Our stuck of WIUG3 and
AND UN8UR PASSED FACILITIES
Paso News.
News comes from Washington that
Staple and Fancy Groceries
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
OF ALBUQUEBQUb,
N. M.
B. M. BRIOOS & CO.,
matter has never been
the boundary
.
714
South
t.
nrn.
Second
.atlaffli.Miin
tha
nf
Street
.
l
.
Bcmcu iu
PROPS. ALVARADO PHARMACY
aii!-- a.
per officials and that perhaps El Paso osys: I nere is Nothing tise wnicn Hllsboro Creamery
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
FIRST STREET
Butter Best on
CORNER OOLU AVB.
is In New Mexico Instead of Texas.
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNT8.
So Well Restores Vitality
Earth.
Of course, everybody will settle
CAPI TAL, $100,000.00.
to the System."
this question with themselves for
O.ders Solicited.
Free Delivery
what it Is worth and there will be no
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
"Worn and sick in body and mind"
equalities exist In the valuations. Thia unnecessary work about it.
M. 8. OTERO, President.
is the unfortunate condition oi a vast
dispatch
(Jifijrr,
recent
a
Is
what
But this
Albuoiirrouc titilii
must be remedied by iae county and
W. 8. 8TRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier
people, young
army
our
of
American
subfrom Washington says on the
territorial boards of equalizations.
WM. MclNTOSH
80LOMON LUNA
GEO. ARNOT.
and old, in the springtime. The stren
ject:
HUGHES A McCRElOHT, Publishers
A. M. BLACKWELL
J. C. BALDRIDGE
W. A. MAXWELL
and
professional
uous
business,
life
of
The officials in the general land literary men
The people of Ias Vegas should rewomen their wor....Editor
107 Wast Gold Avenue.
and
Htlffhffl . ....
recover
looking
the
DEPOSITORY
FOR
ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY
The two office have been
W T. McCrflM....MaT. and City Editor vise their tax assessments.
boundary ries, cares and anxieties, all contribbest blocks In that city are valued for ords bearing on bythe Texas
Publlahed Dally and V.'eekly.
the way, has never
taxation at less than the cost of the question, which,
been definitely settled, and have
brick and stone In the walls.
reached the conclusion that a perfect
UN I ON ftyTC A BEL
survey
of the line from the new 100th
proenforcing
the
of
question
The
meridian
at the Intersection with Red
to
the
was
submitted
hibition law
westff3OOO0J3O0C8gC83C
voters of Kansas at the present elec- river around the northern and
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
vote in Tavor of It was the ern ooundaries of the state to El
The
tion.
BERNALILLO COUNTY most overwhelming In the history of Paso, will show that Texas has now
in her Immense borders a consideraAt-''- Associated Preaa Afternoon Diapatchea the state.
ble area to which she is not entitled.
Largest City and County Circulation
Under a Utah law the drug stores of This area amounts In the aggregate
(ESTABLISHED 1886.)
The Largest New Mexico Circulation that state are not allowed to sell more to something like 1.800 square miles,
A
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation than Ave gallons of liquor at a time. which Is said to belong to Oklahoma
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It will take 6.825 railroad men to of the Tucumcarl paper. The big Shay
operate the cart on the New York sub is run by steam. It would require a
way.
good many editors to supply enough
John Stein, the general superintend hot air to make the monster get
tnt of the Fred Harvey eating houses, move on, says the Alamogordo News.
Frank Scottl, engineer on the Santa
Is again in the city.
Eugene Gordon nas been appointed Fe Pacific, Is taking a lay off, and will
general mechanic of the Dawson line spend a part of the thirty days In
southern California, so says a friend.
With headquarters at Tucumcarl.
Brakeman Connelly, of the Santa Fe
Jacob Merle has been apoplnted gen Pacific, is still laid up for repairs. On
Alamoeral foreman of the shops at
his return from Faywood hot springs,

.

gordo, by Superintendent Parsons.
Ed. Sowers, a well known engineer,
is oft on a vacation, and will visit
John Records, of the Santa Fe Cen
tral, at Torrance.
During the absence of A. L. Newton
out on the coast lines, Thomas Powers
is filling his place as foreman of the
shops planing mills.
H. E. Lantry, of the railroad con
trading and constructing firm of
Lantry Bros., is In the city from off
the Santa Fe cut-ofConductor Oifford, of the Santa Fe,
is laying off on the sick list and Con
ductor Sweet is in bis place, between
Albuquerque and EI Paso.
Prince Llllle has returned to the city
from southern California, where he
enjoyed a needed vacation. He Is a
veil known employe of the local shops.
8even Rock Island cars while stand
ing on the side track at Tucumcarl
were entered and more or less goods
Stolen. Merchandise, dry goods and
clothing were taken.
Joseph Isherwoon, a valuable era
ploye of the Santa ie, Is sick at Win- sJow, and Thomas Isherwood, foreman
of the local brass foundry, nas gone to
Winslow to attend to inm.
Six or eight carloads of junk were
unloaded in the Alantogordo yards
Thursday from the Guadalupe wreck
The engine was by far the worst dam
aged ever sent Into the yards.
Two additional cars of steel rails
were received at Denver & Rio Grande
depot, Santa Fe, Saturday night for
the Santa Fe Central railway. About
seventy more cars are expected in the
next few days.
Rufua Santoo, a Mexican employe
on the ralroad at Carlsbad, was Injur
ed Thursday afternoon by being
thrown from a hand car, while coming
down the hill. A severe shaking up
was the result of his injuries.
The homeseekers' excursions toMex
ico recently put on by the Rock Isl
and have proven better than was
really anticipated, as it was thought
only a very small number of people
could be secured for the excursions.
One of the heaviest penalties ever
exacted for a human life is the award
of $70,000 damages which has been
made against the New York Central
railroad for tha kllllne nf V. V Walton
a New York stock broker, In the tunnel
disaster of last year.
The Mexican Central earnings for
the fourth week of March amounted to
$658,459, while for the same period of
the previous year the earnings were
$658,016. For the four weeks of March
the earnings wero $2,149,65 as against
$1,805,74 for the previous year.
Alamogordo is becoming a more lm
portant shipping point and the rail
Toad company has Increased the capa
city of the stock yards materially,
"Water has also been piped to the yard.
Heretofore the water had to be sup
plied when needed by tank cars.
Tombstone celebrated In great style
the advent of the first passenger train
of the El Paso & Southwestern In that
city. There were all sorts of festivl
ties, bpeechmaklng, games, contests
of horse wagons from BIsbee and
other places and a general good time
for all, occurred.
The Carrlzozo Springs, Texas, Jave
lin Is authority for the statement that
the Orient line will construct a branch
line from San Angelo, Texas, to Laredo, a distance of about 600 miles, for
the purpose of opening up a new coun
try and at the same time securing a
new outlet to the City of Mexico.
The Silver City Enterprise says:
Mrs. H. J. Griffith and little daughter,
family of the new passenger conduct
or on the Santa Fe branch, arrived in
the city Monday. Their household
goods also arrived this week and are
being placed In the house In the rear
of the Dr. White residence, which the
Griffiths will occupy.
It Is estimated that something like
200,000 tons of steel rails, which have
been ordered for delivery during this
calendar year, cannot be delivered un
til well into 1904. The unfilled orders
now on the books are said to exceed
2,700,000 tons, while the estimated capacity of the plants for the balance of
the year Is only 2,500,000.
The Santa Fe Central railway yesterday commenced to lay track with
three rails in the yards at Santa Fe.
A portion of the track Is being put
down with three rails so that the narrow gauge carloads of supplies received over the Denver & Rio Grande rail-roacan be handled as well as those
received over the standard gauge Santa Fe system.
"One of the largest locomotives in
the world Is run by compressed air,
with a pressure of from 600 to 900
pounds per square inch. It runs between Alamogordo and Canyon, N. M.,
a fifty-on- e
mile stretch up the mountains. It weighs 140 tons," says the
Tucumcarl Democrat. Some one must
nave been having fun with the editor
d
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We wish to call your attention to the fact we
will make our Boys
and Youths' Clothing
Depart
ment the liveliest of any one department in our store. We
fully realize what we have to do in order to succeed.

Here Is a fair example. Read!
Boys9

and Youths9 Cults

with long trousers; sizes 12 to
values from

Boy'

Two-flo-

" Boys'

7 So suit

Mon'o and

Boy'

Knoo

Pant-&g-

value

75-ee-

50C
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Shirts,

BACH

carry a full and eomploto lino of

Mothers9 Friend Shirt

25 c pair

Boy' Knoo

Suits

ce

with collars attached and detachable.'

from 4 to 14 years good line
of colorings Special

Pant-regu-

Two-Pie-

93c Quit
Youths9 Shirts
Complete line of Madras Cloth and Percale

50-ce-

25c each

Boy'

years; excellent

sizes 5 to 10 years: made of good material: made right
in every respect; regular value $1.50; our price

Cop

new styles regular
values this week

10

$4.50 to$6.50tSuit

Bult

eo

fully worth $1.25 this week

Awarded
llighost Honors World's Fair.
Ilfehost Tests
S. Gov't Chemists

... Waists ...

for boys; no greater variety will you find in the city;
all sizes; all colors; either with collars
detached or attached.
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for

50c pair

PRICE

... IB.

50C

EACH

OILFIELD &
RAILROAD AVENUE

sBBfoFiniBsi
If you expect

to

$35-0-

Round Trip

0

$25.00 One Way

to California, why not go when the railroad fare Is low? From now to June 15, 1901.
you may go there for 125.00. You may buy a round trip ticket May 13 or May 13 to 19
inclusive, for I35.0O
a considerable reduction from current rates. These round trip tickets will be limited to June 15,
and liberal
stopover privileges accorded.
The one-fartickets will be accepted for passage In free chair cars carried on fast trains. If sleeper fer
desired, tickets will be accepted for passage In tourist sleepers on payment of customary
Pullman charged
The round trip tickets wll be honored on any Santa Fe train Pullman space extra. Santa Fe all
the way.
go

e

A profusely illustrated folder iss ued by the Santa Fe
describes the trip
to California, and also contains complete schedules of the special trains to
be run for those who avail themselves of the low rate made for the general
assembly of the Presbyterian church and the general convention of Master
Plubers. Sent free on request,

F. L.Myers, Ticket Agt., Albuquerque, N. M.

life-sus-

See the new spring showing of Easter suits, at our store. The entire line
is now on display. Prices range from
110

Subscribe for The Citizen.

to 120.
SIMON STERN.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

Dreadful Attack of Whooolna Couah
Mrs. Ellen Harllson. of 300 Park
avenue, Kansas City. Mo., writes as
follows: "Our two children had a se
vere attack of whooping cough, one of
tnem in the paroxysm of coughing
would often faint and bleed at th
nose. We tried everything we heard
or without getting relief. We then
called In our family doctor who prescribed Foley's Honey and Tar. With
the very first dose they began to improve and we feel that it hna
h
their lives." Refuse substitutes.
The sweet, pure breath of the babe is
Pharmacy.
suggestive of innocence and health.
o
A mother's yearning for children is
from a love of the beautiful, and
Railroads of the Future.
In the course Of the dlBCUHHlnn nn It behooves every woman to bring the
the plans for the Pennsylvania rail- sweetest and best influence to bear on
the subject of her maternity.
road terminal in New
To relieve rain and make easy that
dent Baldwin, of the Long Island rail- period when life is born again,
road, made a striking comparison with
present day railroads and those of the
coming years. He said that whn h Is popularly used. It Is a liniment easily
great tunnel underneath the river and administered and for external use only.
Pregnant women should try this remedy,
New York City is completed it will be
possible to transport people between It being undeniably a friend to her during
term of suspense and anticipation
rmaaeipnia ana New York City in nature's
flother's Friend, if used throughout
ninety minutes. "When this plan Is gestation,
will soften the breasts, thereby
completed," said Mr. Baldwin, "we wiir preventing cracked and sore nipples. A.I
be able to take persons thirty miles In muscles straining with the burden wi'.l
tne country in rorty-flvminutes. That relax, become supple and elastic from Hs
is about the time it now takes to go to continued application.
All fibres in the abdominal region will
Harlem. In a few veara I bpllava that respond
readily to the expanding cover
the whole of Long Island will resemble contain ing the embryo
i f lot her'a Frle nd
one continuous village. This city now ia appueu externally during pregnaucy.
Of
all reliable druggists fi.oo per bottle,
has a noDulatlon of about 9 son noo
Each person averages about 415 trips write for free book on flotherhood."
THE BRA0FIELD REGULATOR CO, ATLANTA.
on cars a year. The city is growing at
8.

shlpment bas arrived many new;
styles in patent vlcl, vlcl kid, French
and box calf $3 and $3.60. SIMON I
STERN, Railroad Avenue Clothier

Beautiful Thoughts

Mother's Friend

IbIbe
SEE THE PRICES. SEE THE GOODS
Harness

$5.50 to $40.0u

Farmers' Plow Harness, $7.50
$5.25 to $55.00
Saddles
Fins Cowboy Saddles, Leather, Dusters, Collars, Axle Oils, etc
Whip

15c to $1.50

Thos. F. Kelelior
40u
Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque

W. L. TRIMBLE

& CO.

Second street, between Kallroad and
(topper uvenne
Horses and Males bought and exehang
d. Livery, Sale, Feed and

Transfer

EST TURNOUTS

fctablos
IN

THE

CITY

Address W. L. TH1MBLB ft CO,
Albunuerque, N. M.

Effaot

',Noamltr
tHA8.

L. KEPPELER,
213 8outh Cecond

iiiaw,

Q.

Proprietor,
Street.

Badaracco

urnimti
IPivn
iy
ttt nntvi
Dealer in
Railroad Time Tables No. I, Atlantic
uuuiu nvnin.
Express
8:30 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited ... 12:09 n.m. General Herchandise antf
7:30 n.m.
Liquors
Denver & Rio Grande System
No. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7:10 a.m.
Proprietor of "the" Summer tiardaat
SANTA FE BRANCH.
w
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I

No. 426
-

"

Sole Agents for Lemp's Standard

la

I

East Bound
i'L

FINE LIQUORS AND CIGARS

. r
fTallfnrnla
" Tf.r.u.. ,,, nfi.lDp.ai,
J.Mex. ft Cal. Express.. 10:06 p.m.
No. 8, California Limited .... 10: 40 a.m.
Nf

LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00

(Effective Wednesday, April

"

HJ2

, NO. 1.

Time Table No. 71.
'

The North Pole Saloon

TIME TABLE

E3

o

Boy'

OP BO YS!

he felt pretty well, but his rheumatic
knee Is again in eruption and he fears
he will have to seek the springs again.
O. D. Buzzell, the popular foreman
of the local car shops oi the Santa
Fe, is laboring these days on the plans
for a lot of lumber logging cars for
the American Lumber company. The
company recently let the contract with
the local shops for forty cars.
The Alamogordo News says: General Manager Martin has gone over the
railway system pretty thoroughly. He
says that he expects to soon have everything In shape to satisfy him in the
operation of the road. He states that
he has not made many changes In the
force on the various branches, the principal change being that of superintendent of motive power, followed by the
appointment of a roadmaster on the
northern section, a train dispatcher for
the Dawson line and several foremen,
Including one for the EI Paso roundU.
house. In the office of the superintendent of machinery, Mr. Thomas has
been promoted to chief clerk and Mr.
PBICE BAKING POWDER CO- - CHICAGO.
Majors made chief of the store house
force, Mr. Wuche being detailed as
the rate of 200,000 persons a year. In the track that everything was all right,
time keeper.
five years there will be a million more when he was struck by some moving
people. That means the railroad will freight cars which were being switchANNUAL PRIZES TO AGENTS.
have to provide 415,000,000 more trips ed by the yard crew, knocked down
Agents in the "Honorable Mention" each year. You can see the enormity and the left leg run over. He was imList Get no Prizes.
of the task to provide traveling facili mediately taken to the Santa Fe hospiThe Santa Fe's annual prizes to the ties for the people today, and what it tal and placed under treatment of the
8 urn of $1,000 have been awarded to will be in the future. This Is why the surgeons,
who decided that It was
the various station agents for the busi- plans for this station and three tunnels possible to save the limb and did not
ness Increase at their towns. The are on such an enormous scale. We amputate it.
prizes are distributed to half a dozen are looking Into the future."
Mr. Kendall has been la Needles
or so agents, and then the directors A
about eight months and is a trustChattanooga
Druggist's
Statement.
always give a list of "honorable menRobt. J. Miller, proprietor of the worthy employe. Word was sent his
tion" agents. In this year's circular Read house
drug store of Chattanooga, father, John Kendall, at Fort Madison,
announcing the distribution of prizes
of the. Injury. The Injured man will
"There is more merit
writes:
ienn.,
evening's train for Los Anthe board says:
In Foley's Honey and Tar than In any take this
"It is gratifying to note the large other cough syrup. The calls for It geles, where he will be placed In the
company hospital and under the care
number of agents endorsed by their multiply wonderfully
and we sell more of the
immediate superiors for special recog- of It
best surgeons and nurses.
cough
syrups
com- all
than
other
nition and regret on account of the glned. '
Needles Eye.
Pharmacy.
Alvarado
limited number of prizes distributed,
A Thoughtful Man.
our inability to show our appreciation
About Fossil Towns.
In all cases in a substantial manner.
M. M. Austin, of Winchester, ind.,
"Don't be a fossil town," is good ad
I take pleasure In behalf of the officers vice anywhere and at any time.
knew what to do In the hour of need.
In charge of the freight traffic In exHave you seen the illustrated leaflet His wife had such an unusual case of
pressing their appreciation of your val- with that title just published by the in- stomach and liver trouble, physicians
uable services and loyal support." '
dustrial department of the Santa Fe could not help her. He thought of and
Following is a list of the agents who By stem, Chicago? It is a new way to tried Dr. King's New Life Pills and
In addition to the prize winners, were advertise the fact that the towns for she got relief at once and was finally
mentioned for recognition. Here fol- the most part along the Santa Fe in cured. Only 25c, at all druggists,
lows a list of fifty odd names and It the southwest are ."live ones," and
o
An Indian Ticket Office.
contains that of F. L. Myers, of this that there may be found good openings
city.
Architect Charles F. Whittlesey, the
for all kinds of business. The verses
In New Mexico only four agents are and comic pictures are calculated to man who planned the Alvarado, at Alon this list, those at Albuquerque, Las produce a smile or two.
buquerque, N. M. the handsomest
Vegas, Las Cruces and Santa Fe.
ralway hotel In the southwest has
Good for Children.
submitted plans which have been
The pleasant to take and harmless adopted for remodeling the Santa Fe
A Great 8ensatlon.
There was a big sensation in Lees-ville- , One Minute Cough Cure gives imme- ticket office at Los Angeles. The fixInd., when W. H. Brown of that diate relief in all cases of cough, tures and decorations will be characplace, who was expected to die, had croup and lagrippe because It does not teristic of the country through which
his life saved by Dr. King's New Dis- pass immediately Into the stomach, the Santa Fe passes. They will emcovery for Consumption. He writes: but takes effect right at the seat of body unique Indian colors and forms.
"I endured Insufferable agonies from the trouble. It draws out the Inflam All the wood will be weathered oak.
asthma, but your New Discovery gave mation, heals and soothes and cures Red and yellow will predominate on
me immediate relief and soon there- permanently by enabling the lungs to the walls. There will be decorations
and
after effected a complete cure." Simi- contribute pure
galore of Indian baskets, pottery and
lar cures of consumption, pneumonia, talntDg oxygen to the blood and tis- bead work.
bronchitis and grip are numerous. sues. B. H. Briggs & Co.; S. Vann
The Santa Fe has used exhibits of
It's the peerless remedy for all throat & Son.
Indian goods at many of its offices, but
an4 lung troubles. Price, 60c and $1.
this is the first attempt to consistently
Leg Badly Crushed.
Cuaranteed by all druggists. Trial
observe the "Amerind" idea throughCharles
Kendall,
employed
by
the
bottles free.
Santa Fe here as inspector of air on out all of the interior finish,
passing through the yards, was
trains
Santa Fe Short Line.
He DEVOE'S READY. MIXED PAIN
A Guthrie, Oklahoma, dispatch says seriously Injured this morning.
that a preliminary survey Is being had just finished the inspection of One
Gallon Covers 300 Square Feet
made by the Santa Fe through Beaver the limited train and stepped across
TWO COATS.
county, Oklahoma, on the proposed to another track for the purpose of
line from Syracuse, Has., to a point signaling to a fellow employe down
fefllMTKR'sl UPPU
.
south nt Albuquerque, N. M. This line
is to shorten the time to the coast, and
forty miles of it would be in Oklahoma
and same amount In Baca county. Colorado. The proposed route keeps east
of the mountain passes and heavy
grades.
The route passes through
Kenton and Garrett, Oklahoma.

e
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West Bound
No. 425

.

pm All Kinds of Country Produce Bought
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
and Bold.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m. Goods Delivered Free to all Parts
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:69 p.m.
the City.
No. 8, Chicago Express
8:45 p.m.
Iwwn
Yrrvarn
Wkvm
tit fiAlVA
Corner of Third and TIJer.e
uuinu TT .0 1,
No. 1, California Express.... 8:16 p.m.
New Msxio
No. 8, California Limited. .. .11:00 a .m. Albuquerque
No.7,Mex. ft Cal. Express.. 10: 46 p m
No. 7 will carrv mall (ram tha tut
and No. 3 from the west
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited
311 Soutn First 8treet
and they arrive dally.
FRANK VAJO, Proprietor.
Local freight No. 99, going south,
esrrles passengers.
The Desi or liquors servea to
V. K, If TERS. Agent
rons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything bra
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.
HOTEL

I

:0UamjL,v...Sauta Fe...Ar 6:20 pm '
j 3:00 pm
Espanola
ii.w am
i:utpml
Embudo
1:05 pm
3 : 40 pm . . .Tres Piedras . . . 110 :05 am
6:3Gpm
Antonito
7:35am
8:50 pm
Alamosa
6:10am
3:06 ami
Pueblo
1:37 am
7:16amAr... Denver ...Lv 9:30pm
Trains run daily except Sunday.
Connections with the main line and
branches as follows:
At Antonito for Duranro. flllvertnn
and all points In the San Juan country.
CLAIRE...
At Alamosa (with standard gauge)
for La Veta, Pueblo, Colorado Springs
SANTA FE, N. M
and Denver, also with narrow eauee
or Monte Vista. Del Norte and Denvnr
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
Creede and all points In the San Luis
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
valley.
At Salida with main line
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
(standard eauee) for all Dolnta east
BATHS AND
SANITARY
and west Including Leadville and narPLUMBING
row gauge points between Salida and
THROUGHOUT.
LARGE
SAMPLE
Grand Junction.
ROOM
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
At Florence and Canon fltv for tha
gold camps of Cripple Creek and VicAMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
tor. At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and
PLAN- Denver with all Missouri river lines
GEO. E, ELLIS,
for all points east.
Proprietor and Owner.
For further information address the
undersigned.
Throueh DassencerB from RAtitu P
In standard gauge sleepers from Ala
A.
mosa can have berths reserved on apFIRE INSURANCE
plication;
B. W. ROBBINS, Gen. Agt.
Secretary Mutual Building Assoclailoa
Santa Fe. N. M.
3. K. HOOPER. O. P. A.. Denver. Colo. Office at J. C. Ualdridge'a Lumber Tars'
J

I

ossKaesso
E. WALKER

THE ARCADE

The ICEBERG
Railroad Avenue.
212 W.

The finest line of Liquors and Cigar

All patrons and friends cordially lastV
ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch 13.

served every day.
STEVE BALLING,

Proprietor.

i

MELINI & EAKIN
WHOLESALE

LIQUORS A CIGARS

We nandle everything :n wur lias)
Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor ft WlllUasl
Louisville, Kentucky.

Ill

S.

First St,

Albuquerque, N. Is.

HIE ALlJDQtlKKQUfc DA1LV CITIZEN Tli
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BUREAU OF

the best that money can boy.
your kitchen; the utensils as clean.
as
aa
clean
A brewery
In
filtered
air, in a plate glass room.
done
cooling
The
The beer aged for months, until thoroughly fermented, so
it will not cause biliousness.
The beer filtered, then sterilised in the bottle.
You're always welcome to the brewery for the owners an

The best materials

. A1MUL 14 1903

Notice to Carpenters.
The regular meetings of the union
will be held on Wednesday evenings
Instead of Thursday, commencing on
fiifiirti" tnr Wednesday, April 8.
htm month, and blna ntlrelr rnrrd "f itoRiftch
RALPH L. GOODWIN,
caurra ana arppta,
a word or nrau. ia
think
i
auc to"Cacart''ror thetr wonderful eomno.itlnn.
Secretary.
I hT takii namemna nthT
rmertiM
fell without soil and fln,i tntt
rellara
mora In a da? than all the other. hara taaaa
Assessor's Notice.
wonld la a yar."
Jama. MeUnna, Ml Marear St.. JentJ Citf, K. J.
For the convenience of property
owners of precincts 12 and 26, properBest For
ty returns will be received at the office
I
the Dowel.
of F. H. Kent until Thursday evening,
April 16th. The penalty prescribed by
law will be added to all returns not
made before May 1st.
CANS CATMaMTK
GEO. 1 ALBRIGHT.
Assessor.

DYSPEPSIA

IMMIGRATION.

Regular Annual Meeting

KSDA

The Elec

rrt.

tion of Officers.

1

WORLD'S

FAIR REPRESENTATION.

ta'

The regular annual meeting of the
bureau of immigration, as prescribed
by law, was held yesterday at the
Proudont- office of the secretary of the bureau in
And the slse of it proves that
l?LJMl,"Ci
W.
Santa Fe. There were present:
people know the worth of
B. Bunker, fourth district, president;
Pur
Granville Pendleton, first district, vice Plaaaan, Palatabla. Potent. Ta.t Qood. To flood, Dedication Ceremonies, Louisiana
chase Exposition, April 30 and May
Be, Me. Karat
Slckaa, Weaken or Grliw.
president; Alfred Grunsfeld, second XeTer
old la bnlk. Tha fannlna tablet .tanipad COO.
2, 1903. National and International
to earn or yonr money back.
district, treasurer; J. W. Bible, third Guaranteed
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. Jot
Good Roads Convention, April 27,
district; Jose E. Torres, fifth district;
May 2, 1903. St Louis.
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
Max Frost, secretary.
One fare plus $2 for- - round trip;
After reading and approving the
great many Confederate soldiers
April 28 and 29, good to
minutes of the last meeting held Feb- came in and gave themselves up. dates of sale, up
to May 4. For furLouis
St.
leave
Ask
secruary 26, 1903, the reports of the
About 3 p. m. on April 15 they were
forthl
retary and treasurer for the year Just relieved from duty and returned to ther information call on ticket agent.
BrrmTf
Bottling.
closed were read, examined and ap- their regiment encamped at Winches F. L. Myers, agent.
proved. The vouchers and accounts of ter, Va.
1
We can save you $4 a month or $1
When arriving there the
S
Treasurer Grunsfeld were examined, whole army there were practically in a week on your board bill. Inquire at
audited and approved.
The Beer That Made MilwanieeFamona
tears over the terrible news of the as- the Chicago Restaurant, Railroad ave
The bureau then proceeded to the sassination of President Lincoln.
nue.
! with the students there this summer,
election of officers for the ensuing two
o
COLLEGE GIRLS.
expeof
upon
the
results
also
B.
the
and
years, as follows: President, W.
Coronado Tent City, Coronado, Cal.
TO CURE DANDRUFF.
is
canyon
if
that
dition through the
We will have on sale to Coronado
Bunker, Las Vegas, fourth district,
carried out. Of this I am not yet posi unanimously
Is Necessary That the Dandruff Beach, Cal., on every Tuesday, ThursGranville
tive, as I shall have to report back to
Germ Be Eradicated.
day and Saturday during May, June,
Aztec, first district, unanimousFrom Smith Institution and they Will
the directors of Smith college, who ly
Treasurer Grunsfeld re"Destroy the cause, you remove the July, August and September, 1902;
will bear the expense of the expedi signed that position and informed the effect." Kill the germ tnat causes dan round trip tickets at rate of $35, limitVisit Grand Canyon.
GO C ARTS 27 NEW ONES JUST RECEIVED. -- THEY
tion. Professors from other institu- bureau that on account of press of pri- druff, falling hair and baldness, you ed to November 30, 1903; stopovers In
are the bett, the etrongeet end the cheapest
tions will be invited to make the Jour vate business he did not desire re- will have no more dandruff and your either direction west of Barstow, Cal.
In price ever shown In the city.
ney. I believe that an expedition by election to the office and therefore hair must grow luxuriantly. Herplcide For further Information call on ticket
AFTER PREHISTORIC RELICS.
things
men who make a study of such
Joseph W. Bible, of Hanover," third r.ot only contains the dandruff germ agent Atchison, Topeka & Santa "Fe.
will be of enormous benefit."
district, was unanimously elected destroyer, but It is also a most de- F. I Myers, agent.
Mr. Stovey Is now on his way to treasurer. Max Frost, of Santa Fe, lightful hair dressing for regular toilet
R. S. Stovey, an instructor In the vaYOU CAN, OF COURSE,
Williams, Arizona, which Is the near was unanimously
secretary. use. No other hair preparation is on
rious branches of archaeology at Smith est railroad point to the canyon. He A vote of thanks for the efficient per
you want
scientific basis of destroying the buy bread anywhere, but ifhome-madthis
e
college, Northampton, Mass., was here will make the trip down the Bright An- formance of his duties was tendered dandruff germ, and none other claims good, light,
headquarcakes,
or
pies
will
rolls;
biscuits,
locate
bread,
gel
the
and
ArlGrunstrail
way
to Williams,
last night on his
to be, for the simple reason that It is
the retiring treasurer, Alfred
who feld, of Albuquerque, member from only recently
You cannot buy such
that a destroyer of the this Is the place.
sona, where he will make preparations ters for the class of fair damsels
CO,
KELLY
greatest
anywhere else. You will
from the
we
nature
as
bake
study
are
to
district.
the
germ
second
Newbro's
discovered
been
has
,
for the coming of a class of young la- works of nature herself.
best.
we
everything
bake
the
find
that
was
business
Considerable
preparation
routine
Herplcide, the only hair
dies from the college to pursue scien
Our prices the lowest for the quality.
transacted and plana were adopted for that actually kills dandruff.
(Incorporated)
tific studies in the field, and arrange
CENTRAL LABOR UNION.
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
year
during
bureau
the
of
work
the
druggists.
by
Send
the
leading
Sold
for trips to the Grand Canyon. Ar
323 South Second street; Bell 'phone
1903 and the secretary was ordered to luc In stamps for sample to
Her
he
rangements will also be made for a Hold Important Meeting Many Issues
prepare literature In the shape of bul plcide Co., Detroit. Mich. B. H. Brlggs A15.
number of excursions of the fair stu
o
Discussed.
on counties and general pam & Co., special agents.
letins
Mexi
of New
Look Into Kleinworts market on
dents into the mountains
o
An Important meeting was held by phlets on the resources,
conditions.
'
Vorth Third street He has tha nicest
co and Arizona to the pre historic the Central Labor Union last night at
Grand American Handicap.
climate and industries of New Mexico
'resa meats In the city.
haunts of the cliff dwellers.
Carpenters'
hall, on West Gold for special use at the St. Louis world's
Kansas City, April 14. All roads
Wool, Hides,
the
Mr. Stovey said that actual field avenue.
for traps shooters lead this week to
Gruns1904.
Alfred
In
exhibition
fair
work by classes of college students is
The credentials of the Bartenders',
upon resolution Blue River Shooting Park, where the
We handle
comparatively new in the weBt, but Bricklayers' and Federal Labor unions feld, of Albuquerque,
One of O'Rlelly & Co.'s dusters will
by the presl greatest tourney of the year opened knock It out.
appointed
was
adopted,
K. C. Baking Povtder,
this kind of work has for years been were presented and received, the dele- auspices
of
Inter
today
the
under
the
bureau
delegate
from the
as the
Navajo Blankets,
carried on in the east. There is a club patpa rpnrenpntlnir thena bodies belne dentrepresent
will
event
chief
The
state
association.
to
it and Its Interests at the
Curtice Canned Goods,
of girls at Smith college called the duy obngated
o '! Ill II a.
Louisiana Purchase Exposition, com be the Grand American handicap, a
K
!
'
Colorado Lard anl Meats.
Apalachlan club. It is composed of
71
'Were
passed upon
Re80,utlonB
which will be contested Thursday
MAKING AN IMPRESSION
who
followed scientific , t.atIn -- eainHt thft .cton of the eener- - menclng May 4, 1904, In St. Louis, and though important sweepstake and O
O
to the distribution of litera
studies and who, each summer, carry , receptl0n commlttee to arrange for to attend
Houses at
and handicap matches will also be shot on
on actual field work In the eastern the president's reception, in not recog- - ture, maps, etc., at the expositionpresl
other days, beginning today. Several
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EAST LAI
The
by
bureau.
the
furnisned
This is the club which ntzlnir organized labor on the commit
mountains.
VEGAS, N. M. AND GLOR-- I
dent was also authorized to appoint a thousand dollars will be awarded to
will this year make the Rocky moun- - tee
the victors in the various events and
repre
as
delegate
bureau
its
from
the
ETA, N. M.
,.,
urns us neia 01 researcu. air. Dio.ej The matter of the
,abor ordIn.
con much more probably be wagered on
la the field worker of the college and ance provldlng tnat an contracts let by sentatlve at the
gress to be held during the year 1903, the outside.
aaa cnarge 01 mese excursions.
BhR,. , let tn flrmB emtllovlnK
th.
WE HAVE ALL THE POPULAR
It was ordered that 600 copies of the
Important
a
More
of
The Precursor
aU goodB purchas- - report of
unlon heip aBd
governor of New Mexico Contract Let to Albuquerque Planing
the
txcurion.
Mill.
8PRING MEDICINES.
ed by the city shall bear,, the union la- - tor 1903, when published, and 1,000
If satisfactory arrangements are h. whB nMBlnl.hl,
fhft its
Mill com
Planing
Albuquerque
The
tht
map
Mexico,
New
of
new
copies
of
the
made during the present t rip it.Is pos- Bha gecure lu, pr,nUng ,n unlon of.
general land pany have recently secured the conpreparation by
nnu iw,.. flccg
.lU.e IU.I IOC
g,ven R broa(j dlBCU88,on and now In purchased forthe use of
Have Just poured the second sack of
the tract to make and JurnlBh all the Win
be
office,
the
mane
ma;
Bppenrauut;
Lucir
in the committee appointed to urge its
inenoa,
com
Lumber
American
for
dows
the
copies
1,000
an
additional
bureau
and
Root into the window.
Sassafras
way
to the Grand passage was increased by the addition
this city on their
pany. The contract will require over
Canyon of the Colorado river within of several more members, and they of this map If satisfactory arrange 20o
you
Perhaps
used to dig it when you
windows and, takes more than
the next month. A month will be spent were instructed to urge prompt and ments therefor can be made.
boy
a
was
back
in
?' Can't
Is
glass
2,000
lights
same.
This
of
for
The board then adjourned subject to
In and about the canyon studying the favorable action by the city fathers.
good proof that planing mill work can
dig
It any cheaper than we sell it
president.
of
call
the
the
curious works which have been left
Every delegate to the Central Labor
be done at home cheaper than by sendto the present age by the cliff dwellers. Union and every union man In the city
25 a pound. Enough for a gallon
ing east for the material as the Albu
Reminiscence.
By far the most interesting of the was requested
or two of "Sassafras Tea."
to be present at CarPlaning Mill company were
exactly what our laundry
That's
J. W. Edwards says that thirty querque
plans which Mr. Stovey divulged Is the penters' hall on next Monday evening,
large
figuring
manufac work is doing among the good people
fact that next year he will organize an as a matter of very great Importance eight years ago today he was detailed turers. with several
of this town. It's our constant aim
expedition to traverse the whole to the laboring people of this city will to take charge of fifteen men and
GEO. B. WILLIAMS, Prescription Druggist, 117 West Railroad Avenue.
They can stand on a level with any and effort to please careful dreBsers,
length of the great canyon. No college be acted upon. This meeting is not for three corporals to go on outpost or competition
quality
as
as
work
of
far
Colorado Phone 63
Automatic Phone 458.
our constantly Increasing patron
and
girls will be members of the party, but the delegates to the Central Labor Un picket duty near Winchester, Va., and Is concerned,
a
large
plant
have
and
night
age
proves
duty
on
you
that
our
success.
they
Won't
remained
will
It
consist of a number of scientists ion only, but to all union men in the that
with the best
modern be one of our customers?
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oil is a powerful builder of
flesh.

Scott's Emulsion of pure
cod liver oil solves the
problem of how to take cod
liver oil That is one reason
why doctors have been prescribing Scott's Emulsion for
all wasting diseases, coughs,
colds and bronchitis for
almost thirty years.
Wa'U atna 70S t staple Iim upoa rfquaat.
BOWNE, aoa Fwl Siraal, Nt York.
SCOTT

Amalgamated in Session.
Columbus, Ohio, April 14. More
than 200 delegates were present when
the annual convention of the Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel and
Tin Workers was called to order today. President Theodore Shaffer presided. The morning session was occupied with the appointment of committees and other routine preliminary
work. Tomorrow the reports of officers will be read, and on Thursday the
wage committee will mane Its report,
which will be the principal subject of
discussion thereafter. The delegates
present represent directly some 100,-00- 0
workers, but a half a million employes of the Iron trades are actually
governed I'V the decisions of this body.

Only the best grades carried-eve- ry
foot
tested to 300 pound pressure. Ask your

We can show you a nice new and complete stock of all kinds of
Carriages, Buggies, Road Wagons, Phaetons and Standhopes, ect.
BAIN and OLD HICKORY Farm Wagons, Harness andSaddles.

neighbors who have used it, if it is not
as represented v o o m kH . m kh

WHITNEY
WHOLESALE

113-110-11-
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Soutli First Street

CO.

HARDWARE

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Our Prices are extremely low.

Let us prove this to you

J. KORBER & CO.

Corner First St. and Copper Ave.

Albuquerque. New Mexico
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JUST RIGHT
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The Groceries you buy here are just
'' The beet quality at a fair price.

Our

right

To know all there is to

Coffee

40-ce- nt

Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
Remember the place and don't waste time in
looking for these things.

I

A. J. IVIALOY,

214 W. Railroad Ave

know about a Sarsaparilla, take Ayer's. Your
doctor will say so, too.
He orders it for pale,
thin people. Tested for
9. O.Atvi Co
60 years.
Lowell, Mui
.
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GALLUP NOTES.

REAL COMFORT AT HOME
can be taken when your rooms are covered with handsome carpets and ruga,
which can be chosen from our superb
stock of Ingrains and Velvets. If you
want real value for your money carpets and rugs that will wear well and
look well examlne-th- e
values that we
are now offering. Brussels at 75c per
yard, Wilton at 30c per yard, and last
price
Season sample Rugs at one-hal- f
to close out. Call early and get your
choice.

copyright.

West End Viaduct
Cor. Second 8treet and Gold Avenue

Boarding and Rooming House Agency
INFORMATION rREE.
Why walk all over town hunting for rooms and board?
We have a great many desirable rooms in all parts of the city.
Agents for Camp Bernie 22 miles from Albuquerque
Terms Very Reasonable.

Grant

Batch of Interesting Itema From the
Carbon Town.
Special Correspondence.
Gallup, N. M., April 12. J. A. Wells,
the transfer man, has sold his team to
Anselmo Griego, for $175, and Is driving Page's beer wagon. Grlego has a
contract to deliver props at Guam.
The Indian traders are not purchasing any more Navajo blankets made of
Germantown yarn. It seems that a
number of men In the east have engaged In the manufacture of blankets
from Germantown yarn, and people
who want to buy genuine Navajo
blankets are unable to distinguish the
difference, so they don't buy any.
Hank Crawford, of Cottonwood
Pass, spent a couple of days here this
week.
Ben Williams, manager for Aldrlch
& Dodge, at Manuelito, was here last
Thursday.
Mutto & Hants will occupy the new
store building now being put up on
Railroad avenue by Joseph Morello.
held
The county commissioners
their regular quarterly meeting on
Thursday last. All bills, amounting to
about $1,000, were paid.
Mrs. Thomas Johnson and children,
ot Farmington, are here on a visit to
their relatives.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Patching, on Saturday, a daughter.
A sale of condemned property will
take place at Fort Wlngate, April 15.
One horse and a lot of tools will be
sold.
Hon. Alex. Bowie left yesterday for
a business trip to the mining camps of
Mexico and Arizona.
A quantity of silverware belonging
to the Daughters of Rebekah has been
sent to Vann & Son, of Albuquerque,
to be marked. The elder Vann Is an
enthusiastic member of the order, and
kindly donates his work.
Mrs. William Kllpatrlck and children are here from Cerrlllos on a visit
to relatives.
The Opera House restaurant has
been reopened.
Simon Bibo will probably open a
'
store at Thoreau in a few days.
The Gallup and Clarkville base ball
teams are playing today at Clarkville.
Mrs. George Barney and her sister,
Miss Jennie Baylls, of Williams, Ariz.,
are visiting relatives here. A brother,
William Baylls, of San Marcial, Is here
on account of the serious Illness of his
A
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Beaven'a Coal OWce

245 and 300
The above numbers draw the clock and ring,
respectfully. Holders of tickets bearing above
numbers please call at once with the tickets.
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DEATHS AT THE CAPITAL.
From the New Mexican.
son of Matias MarThe 9months-oltinez died Saturday afternoon and the
remains were laid to rest In Rosario
cemetery at 9 o'clock yesterday morn-
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JOSEPH HARNETT, Prop.
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MINING

STATISTICS.

Stuart Ellis, for the Government,
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SPRING MEDICINE!
BLOOD
FOR THE

THE FRESHEST LINE OF ROOTS, HERBS AND TEAS!

Flour, Feed, Provision. Hay
and Qraln.
Imported French and Italian
doods.

Toti & Gradi
DEALERS IN

GROCERIES AND

LIOOORS.

Free Delivery to all
Old Phone 247

of

North Third Street

SHEET AND METAL WORKS
T. G. AHES, Proprietor.

Dealer in Stoves, Tin and Granite Ware
All Kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet

Iron Work to Order
SECOND STREET

J. H

SEE-

O'RIELLY

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

& CO.

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
NCW

OLD 'PHONC IBB

the City.
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Sole agents for San Antonio Lime.

Parts

In

the City.
Stuait Ellis, representing the United
States census office of Washington,
D. C, who has been in New Mexico
for several, months for the purpose of
compiling statistics on mines and mining. Is now in Albuquerqe, but will
leave In a short time for the southern
mining districts of the territory. Although Mr. Ellis Is working under the
department of the Interior, United
States geological survey, division of
mining and mineral resources, he is directly connected with the United
States census office.
The geological survey make Bhort reports of the mineral resources, and
the census office goes into detail, securing all the statistics possible concerning mining. Mr. Ellis called at
The Citizen office today, and In conversation with a reporter regarding the
work, said:
"This is the first work of the kind
ever attempted by the government.
There has always been an urgent need
for information concerning mines and
mining, such as we are securing now.
An appropriation was made by the last
congress for this work, and we expect
to have the report out in book form
the last of this year.
"This report, as will be given out
by the government, will simply contain
facts, and It will be a great help to
the various states, territories an J
counties.
"I am connected with Prof. F. A.
Jones in this work. All the mines and
mining districts in the southeastern
part of the territory. White Oaks, El
Paso and Northeastern and Organ
mountains have been visited, and all
facts and figures pertaining to each
mine have been recorded.
"Mining men have come to realize
the importance of this work, and,
knowing all the information, the personal information given us is held con
fidential, only state or territorial,
county or district totals being pub
lished, they are willing to assist us
in our work.
"When a mine is visited the name ot
the mine is placed o&'tho confidential
report, followed by the name and ad
dress of company or Individual operatregion,
ing same; mining district-oname and address of manager and
Then1 we obtain the
superintendent.
total amount of ore mined during the
last year, total amount of ore sold or
treated In 1902, stock of ore on hand
Dec. 31, 1901, stock of ore on hand
Dec. 31, 1902, and total bullion con
tents of ore sold or treated in 1902.
"The fine ounces and value of gold
and silver, and pounds and value ot
copper, lead and other metals are recorded.
"Going further into the details, the
prevailing mineralized character of the
ore, the geological character of the
deposit, the manner in which the mine
is opened and the extent of the workings, the process or processes by
which the ore is reduced to the metallic state. By this system of recording all the facts regarding the mines
and minerals the government gains
valuable statistics, which have never
before been obtained.
"From my observations in visiting
the various mining camps in New Mexico I find the mines are more improved
and developed than the public have
any knowledge of. As soon as these
reports are published and circulated it
will show up the mining districts in a
most prominent manner.
"I will next take up my work of
gaining mining facts and figures In
Socorro county, visiting the Magda-len- a
and Black Range mining dis-
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funeral service- - was held today at the
home of her brother, F. R. Hayne, 4354
Mrs.
Greenwood avenue, Chicago.
Purdy was the mother ot Mrs. Philip
E. Harroun, of Berkley, Cal., whose
father died Decetnler 4 last.
Juan Allre died at his home on College street at 11 o'cIock yesterday
morning, aged 88 years. Death was
due to kidney trouble with which he
had been a sufferer for the past nine
months. He was a barber by trade
and was well known In the city. He
leaves a wife, mother and three brothers. The funeral will occur at the Cathedral at 8 o'clock tomorrow morning, interment following at Rosario
cemetery.

Pablo Romero, a resident of the
Fourth ward, died on yesterday about
5 a. m., of Bright's disease.
He was a
native of Cuyamunge in the northern
part of this county, and his remains
were taken there yesterday for Interment. He was about 35 years of age
and leaves a widow and one child.
The funeral of the late Mrs. Pedro
Muniz, whose death occurred last
Thursday night, occurred at the Spanish Presbyterian Mission church at 3
o'clock this afternoon. Interment was
made in Falrview cemetery. No word
has ever been received from her husband since her death. He was last
heard from at Antonito, Colo.
Mrs. M. A. Purdy, widow of the late
William H. Purdy, died April 8 at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. F. W. tricts."
Baker, at Benton Harbor, Mich. The
Subscribe for The Citizen.
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NEEDS NO PAINTING.
Put Up In Roll Complete
bility Guaranteed
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PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

Albert FaBer.. I

HONEY TO LOAN

Furniture, Pianos, urgans, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time Is given.
Wi.jout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain in your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant BulMlng,
, 305 West Railroad Avenue.
On

Beauty in Competition. .
Paris, April 14. Fashionable Pari
Is all agog over
the International
leauty show to be decided tomorrow
Strickly speaking. It Is photographic
contest of art and beauty combined,
France has the largest number of com
petitors. The United States is repre
sented by several, of whom Julia
Marlowe Is one. The photograph
which seems to be most In lavor with
the Parisian public is that of a young
model, whose beauty attracts customers to one of the big dressmaking establishments. Only the name of the
winner will be made known.

30S RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blanket
House Furnishing Goods.

and

...While You're Dusting...
and having the house renovated for the Spring and 8ummer you will of
course see what Is needed in every room from the kitchen to the parlorthen come in and see how well and reasonably we can supply
your want.

For the Floors
Carpets, Rugs, Linoleum and
Mattings in all styles and all
prices.

For the Windows
Lace Curtains, Draperies and
Shades.

Invited to Help Receive the President.
Captain W. A. Mitchell received an Invitation this morning from
Major Llewellyn, of Santa Fe, N. M.,
to serve on the reception committee
which will welcome President Roosevelt to that city on the 6th of May.
Mitchen and Llewellyn served In the
same troop In Roosevelt's Rough
Riders. El Paso Herald.
e

Boston Wool.
Boston, Mass., April 14. A some
what improved tone is noticeable In
the wool market, with Increased move
ment, especially noted In medium wool
Prices are steady; Territorial wools
rather quiet; fine staple, 60 53c;
scoured fine, 4850c; fine medium,
47 48o, and medium at 4 3 4 5c.
J. M. Jacobson, a well known mer
chant of Gallup, came In from the west
last night. He is here on business and
pleasure.

For the Tables
Elegant
Doylies.

Linen, Napkins

and

ZEIGER CAFE
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINEST WHISKIES. IK PORTED A DOMESTIC WINrU & COGNAC.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager eerved.
Finest and Best Imported and Domeetlo Cigar
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Subscribe for The Citizen.

FURNITURE

CLASSIFIED ADS.
Note All classified advertisements
or ratier "liners," one cent a word for
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 16 cents.
In order to Insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office not later than S o'clock p. m.

- CROCKERY

LO8T.
Lady's black pocket book with
$10 bill, trunk checks and papers.
Finder will please return to this office and receive reward.

LOST

WANTED.
WANTED Girl In small hotel to do
chamber work, also act as waitress;
wages $20. Address Oscar Goebel,
Belen, N. M.
WANTED Boy or man for dlshwash
er and yard man; wages $15. Ad
dress Oscar Goebel, Belen, N. M.
WANTED A girl to do general house
IRON
work. Inquire of Mrs. J. C.
610 South Broadway.
WANTED A girl, Mexican preferred,
to do general housework; must have
good reputation; situation out of the
city. Inquire at The Citizen office.
WANTED At Government
Indian
school a first class cook for teachers'
mess. If not first class need not ap
ply. Good salary to right person.
WANTED Highest price paid for
gents' second band clothing and
tools. Send address and will call. R.
Sweeny, 615 South First street
Bal-drldg-

BEDS-Wo- od

or Steel

COTS

MATTRESSES-A- II

Kin

,s

ART SRUARES, PILLOWS, COHFORTS,
LAMPS, GLASSWARE AND TRUNKS
PAYMENTS

EASY

Borradaile &

CO.,

"7

Oold Avenue

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE Two buggies, horses and
harness. Apply 314 West Lead ave
nue.
e
FOR SALE OR TRADE
farm In Montezuma valley, Montezu
ma county, Colorado, at a bargain.
Address W. H. Goff, 623 East Mar
quette avenue.
FOR SALE A furnished restaurant
and lodging house In connection; the
best location In the city, close to
depot and shops; will sell at a bargain. Inquire 107 South First street
FOR SALE Four houses on South
First street, as follows: One a
two, four rooms each, and one
five rooms; cause, leaving city. Will
Address Frank
sell at bargain.
Daniels, 1413 South First street.
FOR SALE! Several Hundred pounds
of old papers, good for wrapping
purposes, cheap. Address, The Citl-enAlbuquerque. N. M.
160-acr-

,

FOR RENT.
FOR RENT A furnished house for
piano and
housekeeping,
with
everything complete.
Inquire 311
North Fourth street.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
bath, in private family, 616 North
Second street.
brick house,
FOR RENT Five-roowith bath; good barn and chicken
house. Inquire of O. Dlnsdale, Rico
Cafe.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
at 113ft North Third street
LOAN 8.
In ums to suit
Address, postofflce box 383, Albuquerque, N. M.

MONEY TO LOAN

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

U S DEPOSITORY
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To
. peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits

$500,000.00
$200,000.00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynnlds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presi
dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
H. F. Raynolds.
AB. McMillan

TVlsyc'eflf1
m
e5

.We clothe the Toddlers from
three years old upwards.
If you want to see what a
cute little fellow you own,
brine him in and let him
some of our handsome Spring cloths. We can't tell you in this small space
about the many new things we have to show you
but we simply want to
m

m

Toddlers.

Extend an Invitation
to Every Mother
to bring in the little three, four or five year old fellows
just to try on some of the new and handsome things we are
showing in Togs for Toddlers.

PROP03ALS.
U1V1UI) N. M . APHlLOIIl. 1W08,
Sealed propoaala In triplicate for furm.ti- ins mater ana mn.tructinir Ofiicera IlurOl
tafand addition to hoapltaT bere will be re
celved DDlll 8 P. M . Aoril !llh. 1U08. lnfor
mation furnished on application. V. 8. reserves
the right to accept or reiect aoy or all proposals
or any pan thereof, r.nveloiioa containing
should be Indorsed ' Proposals for Offi
ce
noapitai ana aaaition to noapitai," au
dressed Capt. H. M. OWKLL., Ur Mr.

IVIkT

r
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The Leading Clothier In Albuquerque
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San Augustine Plains.
REMAINS OF

A

ed body.

John Tex says that the mummy is
tall, that its head Is normal, that Its
skin is white and its hair thick and
of a reddish brown color.
These points of difference and the
peculiar place in which the mummy
was found lead to strange suppositions.
John Tex has lived among the descendants of the Pueblo tribes, that
ration of cli ffdwelling builders, since
before the eighties.
"One day in the last of January, I
vas riding slowly along through the
sage brush which covers the plains
of San Augustine, in Socorro county,
K. M my eye fell upon what looked
like the opening of a cave in a wall
of one of the lateral canyons of the
Rio Granle del Norte." says Tex. "It
seemed to be about 200 feet above the
bed of the canyon and some fifty feet
up !n the perpendicular face of the

,rat.

The Children Enjoy

GIANT.

Io the ramshackle ruins of the cliff
dwellers very little remains to reward
the patient digger for Indian treasures and throw additional light on the
prehistoric people who lived In the
ruins of canyon walls.
From time to time discoveries of
more or less Importance are made by
lunters crossing the canyons, but their
finds proved of little value to either
the scientist or the layman.
Not more than a month ago, however, a remarkable mummy was found
by a New Mexican hunter named
John Tex, and this mummy promises
to change materially some of the hypothesis formed by archaeologists,
while a careful Investigation of its
characteristics and the peculiarities
of its century old resting place suggest startling theories concerning the
problem of this vanished race.
The mummy was discovered beneath three separate layers of cement
floo ing which fact vouches for the
extn me antiquity of the well preserv-

"
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Life out of doors and out of the games which they play and the enjoyment
which they receive and the efforts which they make, comes the greater part of that
healthful development which is so essential to their happiness when grown. When
a laxative is needed the remedy which is given to them to cleanse and sweeten and
strengthen the internal organs on which it acts, should be such as physicians would
sanction, because its component parts are known to be wholesome and the remedy
Itself free from every objectionable quality. The one remedy which physicians and
approve and recommend and which the little ones enjoy,
parents,
because of its pleasant flavor, its gentle action and its beneficial effects, Is Syrup
of Figs -- and for the same reason it is the only laxative which should be used by
fathers and mothers.
Syrup of Figs is the only remedy which acts gently, pleasantly and naturally
without griping, irritating, or nauseating and which cleanses the system effectually,
without producing that constipated habit which results from the use of the old-ticathartics and modern imitations, and against which the children should be so
If you would have them grow to manhood and womanhood,
carefully guarded.
strong, healthy and happy, do not give them medicines, when medicines are not
needed, and when nature needs assistance in the way of a laxative, give them only
the simple, pleasant and gentle -- Syrup of Figs.
Its quality is due not only to the excellence of the combination of the laxative
principles of plants with pleasant aromatic syrups and juices, but also to our
original method of manufacture and as you value the health of the little ones, do
not accept any of the substitutes which unscrupulous dealers sometimes offer to
increase their profits. Please to remember, the full name of the Company
printed on the front of every package. In
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.-- is
order to get its beneficial
...V...V"V"1
effects it is always necessary to buy the genuine
iy--y&only. For sale by all reliable druggists.
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Denver & Rio Grande System
RIO GRANDE WESTERN
DENVER t RIO GRANDE
GRANDE
SANTA FE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN
RIO

d
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville,
Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico
Glen-woo-

Notice to Taxpayers.
South Third street, where tax returns

of precincts 12 and 26 will be received.
Returns can also be made at the court

house.

.. ..TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS.

G. F. ALBRIGHT, Assessor. '
o
o

Just received a large assortment of
art squares and rugs. Albert Faber,
Grant building.

V,V
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H. Q. MAURINO
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MONUMENTS.
All kinds of stone and marble work.
Prices moderate. Shop and yard corner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
& CO.

Buy at Headquarters.
Come to us for your spring suit. Big

. . .

The Tourists' Favorite Route to all Mountain Resorts. The only
line passing through Salt Lake City en route to Paclfis Coast.
Through Sleeping Cars between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
Creek, Leadville, Gleenwood 8prlng, Grand Junction, 8alt Lake
City, Ogden, Portland, 8an Francisco and Los Angeles.
DINING CAR SERVICE a La Carte on all THROUGH TRAINS

Fresh Cut Flowers,
IVES, THE FLORIST.

4

&

THE POPULAR LINE TO

An office has been established at the
real estate office of F. II. Kent, on

J.

A. EDbON, Manager,
Denver Colo.

S. K. HOOPER,

A. S. HUGHES, Gen. Traffic Man.
Denver, Colo.
Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, Denver Colo.

MmW?ttWtWHMHSSl
.THE

gest and best stock; lowest prices.
SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

A

Revelatlor

A

t

An examination of our dtock of ready

made clothing by those not already
posted will indeed prove a revelation.
We have the best and biggest stock
in the southwest. Call and save money.
SIMON STERN.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
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COMING EVENTS.
April 14 Musical concert at Colombo hall by Professor Pi Mauro.
April 16 Elks' "A Yard of Daisies,"
at Colombo hall.
April 16 Home missionary concert
at public library hall.
April 17 Woodmen Circle ball, Colombo hall.
April 28 Concert and ball at Colombo hall by Italian band.
May 5 President
Roosevelt will
visit Albuquerque.

FINDS MUMMY.
Discovery Made on the

APRIL

r

IN CONNECTION WITH THE

Rock Island System
DAILY TRAINS

FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
Ladies can depend upon securii
permanent relief from Irregular i
painful periods by using these wafer
Safe and sure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitutes by purchasing only from our agent.
Paris Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., Im
porters.
W Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
corner Railroad avenue and Third
street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
for Tternnllllo count"

RUNS

2 TO THE

NORTH AND EAST

2

"THE FASTEST EVER"

....TO....

Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago

or

Mem-

phis and Principal Points.

Call on Agent for full Information
cliff.
N.
A.
G. P. A., E.
System, El Paso, Texas.
BROWN,
Upon climbing up to the cave I low brow and without the slightest tion, not to Injure the highway, the Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
found that it had been inhabited, and trace of the usual artificial flatten- board to be judges of the matter of
1
1
No.
Bell Telephone
5.
maintenance.
hile erosla had thrown down the ing practiced by cliff dwellers.
The company must within two years
"The man must have been of great
outer walls of the dwelling and filled
the interior with quantities of broken height, for In his shrunken state he construct a line from the depot to the
sandstone. I was able to push my way measured about 6 feet.. He was ex- Baptist college.
Tbe Qreat Republican
tremely broad shouldered and the
Grades and crossings must be ap
Into the aperture.
Paper of America
"Findins: no relics of the past oe- - dried muscles of his whole body prov- proved by the board before use. If the
cupants of th'a curious abode lying ed him to have been very active and streets should ever be paved the comThe Qreat News- pany must pave Its track space and
about, it occurred to me that I might powerful.
paper of tbe World
A'
m
M
M
M
"The large chest circumference keep In repair.
d 2 k
1
discover something of value by dig
I
The fares must be such as are usual
ging through the heap of dust and re showed htm to have bad powerful
lungs. HIb arms were of great length on similar lines.
fuse.
The company has filed articles of In
"Starting at a distance of about and his bands and feet were very small
Almost equal to a Dally at the price of a Weekly. The latest telegraphlo
corporation at Santa Fe, the capital
fifty feet from the cave opening, my for so large a man.
LOCAL UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.
news form all parts of the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and Cor"As fair as the Zunl Indian of New stock being $50,000. The Incorporators
shovel went quickly through several
rect Market Reports. A variety of Interesting and instructive reading matInches or sand fallen from the roof Mexico and the Maya of Old Mexico are Messrs. Pelphrey, Avis, Pierce,
ter for every member of the family. Unequaled as a Newspaper and Horn
of the cave; then with more difficulty the mummy was racially distinct from Sherrod, Hodge, Jackson and Claypool.
Journal. Two papers every week. One Dollar a year SAMPLE COPIES
I dug through six or more feet of re- either of these tribes. To what race
The projectors expect to begin oper
FREE.
fuse, when my shovel came in con- then, did he belong?
ations with cars using a gasoline mottact with a hard substance, which I "On the right wrist of the mummy or, and Install an electric system later.
was a bracelet made of two polished Prof. Claypool, who has made a suc
took to be the cave floor.
THE GLOBE PRINTING CO.. St.Louis Mo.
"Afte excavating I found this floor bones, two Inches long, which were cess of the Baptist college. Is confident
to be perfectly smooth, and made of sewn upon an armlet of deer skin that the establishment of a tramway
the clay cement common In the com- Around the left wrist was fastened a to the college will enable him to seDO YOU WANT TREES?
munal houses In the valleys with bracelet of tiny shells, run on a fiber cure much greater financial support
organization.
string."
which I am familiar.
from the church
"Knowing that it was the custom
The operation of a street car line
These relics are said by the
Forest Trees, Shrubto bury
with this prehistoric race
of the American Museum of will enable people to live further from
bery and Strawberry
their dead under their dwelling floors, Natural History to be very fine sped the place of labor and expand the
town. Alamogordo News.
I determined to try digging still deep- mens.
er.
As to the discovery of John Tex,
Acclamated-Nic- e
Chronic Bronchitis Cured.
"For years and years a Burlington badge or a Burling"After cracking the cement and they are most conservative, as there
engine-mabrakeman,
ton uniform, whether on train-ma"For ten years I had chronic bronpushing the broken fragments aside, are so many explanations
which
or agent, has stood for all the courtesy and consideration of
5PECIAL ATTENTION OIVEN TO PACKINO AND SHIPPIW1
I was surprised to come upon ashes, might be advanced for the location In chitis ao bad that at times I could not
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
corncobs, pot shards, arrow points, which the mummy was found, though speak above a whisper," writes Joseph
Send for Price Lit t -- Your Patronage Solicited,
soldier." Nebraska City News.
and a profusion of animal bones. This they admit that It Is probably a very Coffman, of MontmorencI, Ind. "I
TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
rubbish filled a stratum about eighteen old mummy, and simple theories ac tried all remedies available, but with
Inches thick, below which I suddenly count for the difference In skin and no success. Fortunately my employer
TO KAN8A3 CITY AND 8T. LOUIS.
suggested that I try Foley's Honey and
struck a second floor.
hair.
THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
TWO
was
miraculous,
almost
"Under this stratum of cement I
Discoveries that many consider un Tar. Us effect
GRANT RIVENBURG, Proprietor
found almost the same quantity of Important are frequently made nowa and I am now cured of the disease. On
BURLINGTON RAILS ALL THE WAY.
rubbish as was brought to light days, and the archaeologists who have my recommendation many people have
above, but what was my consterna- - that territory In charge believe that used Foley's Honey and Tar, and alAlvarado
Oon at discovering that there was everything found is of value and adds ways with satisfaction."
IZ
w
his belongings witu many bolts of new
1st
still a third floor in this oddly con- a link to the chain of facts relating Pharmacy.
wtYBrv
calico were placed beside It, then more
0
structed abode.
to the prehistoric race of cliff
W
Office,1 1039 17th
I Interestsdand ihonld know
rush and wood were piled on, while
Silver City Base Ballists.
"With the greatest excitement I
altuut Lli w.,ml.rfnl
being
carried
ceremony
was
weird
the
Wednesday
evening
a
numlier
Last
MARVEL
swung my shovel and dislodged the
Whirling Spray
G. W. VALLERY, General A rent
9jnmm. in it- me new
Note The above mummy Is evi of the local base ball fans met for the out by the mourners. Alout 9 o'clock
debris which separated we from that
ana murium, neat Nur.
pyre
and
to
applied
was
torch
the
the
DENVER.
est MiHt Convenient.
dently the same one that was sent to purpose of organizing for the coming
which I felt sure of finding now.
II IHIIHI la4Mtl.
the lifeless body of one of the noble
"There was soon a good sized hole this city a few weeks ago and was season. There was quite a number in men of
At
It.
4rnrltt
tt
plains was reduced to If hf rnmmt nirmlv the
gaping in the third covering of ce- placed on exhibition at the wholesale attendance, and all seemed enthusi- ashes to the
be carried on the wings of older, but Mutt tump forillai- ment, and as my Implement finally grocery establishment of Gross, Kelly astic over base ball. The base ball
It give full
he wind to the four quarters of the lrsmtlHok
partiouUre and rlirrrlnn InTftla
penetrated the opening It plunged & Co. A number of our people, by In boys have been endeavoring to secure earth.
Needles Eye.
through into a soft substance and vitation of Manager Arnot, called to some good man as manager of the club
Hons Tlrar. IM A.w 1 rk.
crashed Into a huge decorated pot. see the gigantic mummy at the store. who would take charge and put a base
Grip Hemedies In Great Demand.
team
on
of
Silver
diamond
for
Its arrival here. The lall
the
which fell apart, disclosing the bead At the time
When colds and grip are prevalent
o
of a mummy over which It had been Citizen contained an article describing City that would play winning ball, as the quickest and surest remedies are In
o
It. It has been sent to Coney Island, well as be a great advertisement for geat
placed.
o
demand. Mr. Joseph D. Williams,
newspapers
in
Advertise
N.
Y.,
will
enjoy
was
o
town.
Shipley
A.
afford
much
mummy,
and
James
this
examining
which
the
"On
of McDuff, Ya., says that he was cured
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anytime
manager
a
beyond
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at
people
ment
who
will
relected
vUlt
and
anywhere
to
Mr
the
that
was that of a man," continues
o
of a very deep and lasting attack of la
o
doubt be will make an exceptionally grippe by using Chamberlain's Cough
call on or w rite
Tex, "I found that it was wrapped famous summer resort.
o
energetic and good one for the club, Remedy
In three karosses. or blankets, each
o
preafter trying several other
3
E. C. Pake's Advertising Agency
constipation
and
liver
troubles
For
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an
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he
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and
enthusiastic
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rustler
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five
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by
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about four
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sale
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For
effect.
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There's nothing better in creation
base ball man. Manager Shipley will all druggists.
Cat.
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Little
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famous
Than
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getting
start
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srort. Silver City Enterprise.
This "Paris of Latin America" Is situated over six thousand feet o
of vegetable fiber string and the woof doctor bills.
NEWSPAPERS
Little Early Risers are different
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes Is never s
was made of twisted strips of fur
MAGAZINES
from 1os of nrrvoug force often owe
3 experienced. Although not generally known summer is the very
llieircumlitinti to youthful iftuoiance
skin, which bad the fur left on, and from all other pills. They do not weak- Pneumonia is Robbed of Its Terrors
TRADE PAPERS
system, but act as a tonic to the by Foley's Honey and Tar. It stops
that fearltil tunny to health.
i3 best of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana."
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had acquired, through the process of en the by
to repair
It in the buMiiiss of
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arousing tbe secretions and the racking cough and heals and
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Refuse substitutes.
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Trees! Trees! Trees!
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death was not unexpected.
L. L. Jackson, a former Las Cruces
citizen, came up from Louisiana Sunday evening, accompanied by two Lou- Isianans, and left the next morning
for Organ, to look up some mining
properties.
F. C. Barker received a telegram
on Friday from Monterey, Mex., an
nouncing that his daughter, Mrs.
Browning, had typhoid fever, but was
doing well and had the best of nursing,
doctors and care.
The contract for the new Presby
terian parsonage, adjoining the church
has been let, and work will begin at
once. The parsonage Is to cost $1,200,
exclusive of outbuildings, and will !e
a comfortable and commodious resl-- ,
dence when completed.
Foley's Kidney Cure mokes kidneys
and bladder right. Don't delay taking.
Alvarado Pharmacy.
o
SANTA

FE.

From the Mexican.
The base bail game that was to have
been played Sunday on the St. Michael's College grounds, was postponed
on account of the high wind that prevailed throughout the day.
Judge A. J. Abbott and H. F. Stephens were elected memliers of the board
of trustees at the last congregational
meeting held at the Presliyterlan
church. Col. George W. Knacbel was
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BUDWEISER
To guard against

imitation the
word

Tiudtoeiser

is branded on

the corks of all
bottles of original Budweiser.
Accept no imitations of the

"King of Bottledtr Beers."
C.

Ordvra promptly filled
W. KUNZ, Wholesale Dealer, Albuquerque.

Pertrand, formerly a resident of

Carls-lad- ,

La., Is here,
seeking health and rest. He Is stopping at Hotel Schlitz. Dr. Bertrand is
a cousin of Mrs. A. R. O'Qulnn and
Miss Alice Iltetrick, of this place.
Letters recently received here from
Howard E. Galton, states that he is
A pretty ceremony was the cnrlBten-In- at present
at Alberta, in southwestern
at 2:15 yesterday afternoon in the Canada. He describes it as being a
Loretto chapel of little Mary Jose- splendid cattle country, grass everyphine, daughter of Col. R. M. Foree. where stirrup high. He has about conJudge A. L. Morrison and daughter, cluded to make that his future home.
Miss Morrison, were God parents for
the little girl. Father Antonio Four-chegA Sweet Breath
officiated and the decorations Is a never failing sign of a healthy
were In white. A large number of stomach. When the breath Is bad the
friends were present.
Btomach Is out of order. There Is no
There was a quiet marriage at the remedy In the world equal to Kodol
Presbyterian church yesterday (Eas- Dyspepsia Cure for curing Indigestion,
ter) morning. Rev. W. Hayes Moore dyspepsia and all stomach disorders.
officiating. The contracting parties Mrs. Mary S. Crick, of White Plains,
were Richard James Barnes and Miss Ky., writes: "I have been a dyspeptic
Lida Wright, employes of the United for years tried all kinds of remedies
Slates Indian school near Santa Fe. but continued to grow worse. By the
The bride was given away by her un- use of Kodol I began to Improve at
cle, Charles Dagenet, teacher in the once, and after taking a few bottles am
government school at Nambe. The at- fully restored in weight, health and
tendants were Miss Olive D. Kinney strength and can eat whatever I like.
with Dr. Stephen B. Weeks, Miss Car- Kodol digests what you eat and makes
rie O. Rode with Jerry B. Farrls, Mr. the stomach sweet, B. H. Brlggs &
and Mrs. Charles Dagenet. After the Co.; S. Vann & Son.
ceremony a wedding breakfast was
FARMINGTON.
served at the Claire hotel.
of Clourtierville,

u

M

DEMINQ.

Afw

Pointers About a Good Town In
Southern New hiexlco.
Kep your eye on ueming.
Demlng has Just been Incorporated.
Demlng ships over 100,000 head of cattle
annually; Is the center of the greatest
breeding region In the southwest and cattlemen all know this.
Demlng, the coming city of New Mexico.

Demlng has a magnificent school system.
Demlng, the railroad center ef New
Mexico.
Demlng, the gateway to the best part of
Old Mexico.
Demlng, the seat of the new county of

Luna.

New Mexico Towns
8ANTA ROSA.
From La Vox Publics,
Mr. Eakln, formerly of this place,
was in town last week.
The town of Santa Kosa Is growing
fast and new buildings going up every
day.
Cleofas Baca has the contracts for
two buildings. One, 25x75 feet, to be
used as a furniture store; the other,
26x35 feet, for meat market and grocery.
There are, in town, four business
houses and two residences In course
of construction. There would be many
more, but laborers are scarce on account of the lambing season.

Demlng Is the great mining center of
the southwest.
Demlngt Don't overlook It If you are
looking for a safe and paying Investment.
Demlng water Is chemically pure-equto Polan springs.
Demlng has Increased SO per cent In population In four years.
Demlng water and pure osone make
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no
strong and healthy people.
Investments In Demlng .ots will double opiates, and will not constipate like
nearly all other cough medicines. Reand treble in one year.
Demlng has now a large Ice plant and fuse substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.
electric light system under contract.
In Demlng the demand for rental
ALAMOGORDO.
houses la five times In excess of the supply.
From the News.
Demlng has an abundance of water for
Homestead filings on land in sight
Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or gar- of Alamogordo are increasing as
the
dens.
Buy lots and build In Demlng. Tour town grows.
The Alamogordo Street Railway &
rental returns will be SO per cent on the
Land company was granted a franInvestment.
In Demlng good safe loans can be kad chise to operate a railway line in Alaat better rates than In the old established mogordo and the suburbs.
towns.
Sheriff Hunter and Billy Smith got
At Demlng you can buy lots at $100 160 for
the brace of deserters, C. M.
which will pay you 100 per cent In less
MeClure and J. S. Weibert, captured
than twelve months.
In Demlng another good hotel Is needed with the fence gang and returned to
to accommodate the enormous Increase of Fort Bliss.
population.
The people of Albuquerque have doDemlng is a great health result has no nated grounds for a big lumber mill
superior In climate for the cure of pulmonary troubles.
Demlng will be the great smelter center.
Two large plants will be Installed within
the year.
Why buy high priced lots when you can
get them In Demlng cheap now, with certain advance assuredT
Agricultural lands In Demlng are unsurpassed for fertility, production of fruits
and vegetables of all kinds.
Demlng offers the same opportunities
now that the most prosperous cities In the
west offered several years ago.
al

like those at Alamogordo. Logs will
be hauled 150 miles, from McKinley
county, on the Santa Fe Pacific railway.
The jail birds who were cooped In
the old prison have now such an airy,
well lighted, clean place for summer
use that they will be less eager to go
to Santa Fe or for freedom.
There Is a telephone line In operation from Tucumcari to Dalhart. A
system of lines is being built out from
Alamogordo that may some day connect with the Dalhart line.
There are fewer bicycles In use In
Alamogordo than in any town of Its
size in the country, apparently. But
iu the proportion that bicycles are
lacking saddle ponies are in service.
Preparations are being made for the
test of Alamogordo clay one mile
northwest of town, for brick, by J. H.
Laurie, Carl Rubin and V. E. Carson,
who have organized a company and
will burn a kiln soon.
Foley's Kidney Cure if taken In time
affords security from all kidney and
bladder diseases. Alvarado Pharmacy.
o

LAS CRUCES.

From the Republican.
Asparagus is now on the market
F. C. Barker has now enough to supply
1.8b Cruces, El Paso and several other
cities of like size.
At Mefillla, at 6 o'clock this morning,
Jose Maria Madrid, of paralysis, aged
60 years. Sr. Madrid has been an In'
valid for the past two years, so his

NEW CURE FOR

CONSUMPTION

Demlng needs one hundred new houses

to supply the demand, and needs them
now. This demand continues to grow.
0

Electrical Works.
Nash, corner of Lead avenue and
Second street, contractor and dealer
In all kinds of electrical appliances.
Electric door bells, cbandallers and
fancy shades, burglar alarms, fans
and motors, and special wiring. Automatic 'phone 401.
M

o

c

M., C. E.
F. A. Jones,
Consulting Mining Engineer
Field assistant U. S. Geological 8urve
Albuquerque, N. M.
Correspondence solicited.
Mrs. Baruuiui, at ner parlors, No.
105 South First street, over the Hyde
Exploring Expltton store, is prepared
tc give thorough scalp treatment, do
hair dressllng, treat corns, bunions
and Ingrowing nails. She gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
Bambini's own preparations of complexion cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion, and are
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
out; restores life to dead hair; removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Give her a trial She also has
a very fine tooth powder which shr
guarantees to be free from all metallic
substances. It perfumes the breath,
hardens the gums and makes the teeth
clean and white. It Is highly recommended by all first class dentists. Also a face powder, a freckle cure, and
pimple cure, and pile cure. All of
these preparations are purely vegetable compounds. Give her a tital
Automatic telephone 490.

Over Eighty Per Cent in the First Stage and
Stventy Per Cent in the Second Stage
of This Disease are Cured by the
NEW

0Z0N0F0RM

TREATMENT

As to a cure for consumption, there has been endless theorizing
and numberless "cures" have been advocated, practiced and abandoned.
Those proposed have generally been based on the alleged discovery of
some mysterious compound having the effect of arresting the disease.
There are of course very pertinent reasons why these "discoverers" should withhold from the public Information as to the nature
of their remedies, but if this Is necessary, It Is hardly likely to beget
widespread confidence.

THE OZONOFORM TREATMENT.
The new Ozonoform Treatment for Consumption which has been
introduced by Dr. Frederick J. Fielding and is now being tried with the
above satisfactory results at the Fielding Institute in the Hicks Building, San Antonio, Is sharply differentiated from the other
cures first is the fact that Its nature Is openly proclaimed by Its
originator. Dr. Kretcbmeyer of Berlin, and second, that it Is founded,
not on some sudden and accidental discovery of a curative substance,
but on the results of years of study and experimentation along the lines
which modern scientific thought has Indicated as the most likely to
bring about satisfactory results.
GET OR. FIELDING'S BOOK.
A full description of the new Ozonoform Treatment, together with
much Information of value to consumptives Is contained In a book
which has recently been published by Dr. Fielding. It Is a handsomely
Illustrated work, and everyone Interested In the subject should write or'
Dr. Fielding at the Hicks Building, San Antonio, Texas, for a copy
of It It i ent free of charge.
(so-calle-

SEVERE ATTACK OF GRIP
Cured by One Bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy.
"When I had an attacs: of the grip
last winter (the second one) I actually
cured myself with one bottle of Cham
berlains Cough Remedy," says Frank
W. Perry, editor of the Enteprise, of
Shortsvllle, N. T. "This is the honest
truth. I at times kept from coughing
myself to pieces by taking a teaspoon-fu- l
of this remedy, and when the coughing spell would come on at night I
would take a dose and It seemed that
In the briefest Interval the cough
would pass off and 1 would go to sleep
perfectly free from cough and Its accompanying pains. To say that the
remedy acted as a most agreeable surprise Is putting It very mildly. I had
no Idea that it would or could knock
out the grip, simply because I had
never tried it for such a purpose, but It
did, and It seemed with the second attack of coughing the remedy caused It
to not only be of less duration, but the
pains were far leBS severe, and I bad
not used the contents of one bottle before Mr. Grip had bid me adieu." For
sale by all druggists.
WHITE OAKS.
From the Eagle.
J. E. Wharton went to Alamogordo
to attend to legal matters.
The Arbor Day exercises were not
pulled off In White Oaks this year. We
have abundance of trees, but water is
almighty scarce.
It is reported that the peach crop
will be almost a complete failure along
the Bonito, Ruidoso and Hondo, In this
county, on account of a heavy freeze
that caught them in the bud some time
since.
A new baby boy has arrived at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Atwood Llttell.
He Is the happiest man In town and
the editor Is smoking a first class Havana. Mrs. Littell anil the little New
Mexican are doing nicely.
Ye Olde Time Concerte, given by the
Congregational church last Friday
night, was witnessed by a packed
house. The costumes were striking,
the music good, the audience appreciative, and everything "went merry as a
marriage bell." The receipts, too, were
substantial In the neighborhood of
40 which was pleasing to the promoters.
The surest and safest remedy for
kidney and bladder diseases Is Foley's
Kidney Cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
CARLbBAD.

From the Argus.
Sheriff Stewart went to Roswell,
haying In charge a Mexican whom he
had arrested here upon a telegram
from Sheriff Higgles, of Chaves
county.
A fine horse belonging to D. A. A.
Bearup was bitten by a rattlesnake at
his place near the wells last Tuesday.
The horse was struck on the nose and
In a short time his bead was as large
as a flour barrel, but he will probably
recover.
During the week the four lots on the
southeast corner of Canyon and Fox
streets and four lots directly east on
Main street, all In block 8, changed
hands. J. D. Walker selling the same
to W. M. Lock and W. U. Dannelly.
Consideration, $10,000.
Dr. W. Bertrand, a brother of Dr. L.

Mauro at Colombo Hall,
By Prof.
Tuesday, April 14.
Those who will assist Professor Dt
Mauro in his concert are as follows:!
Mrs. Wendell, soprano.
Mrs. Cuneo, soprano.
Miss Grace Houghton, contralto.
Miss Taylor, contralto.
Mr. Ed F. Thomas, basso.
Mr. A. Moya, cornetlst.
Accompanists, Miss Hanthorne, Miss
Everltt, Miss Damlano and Miss Reed.
Program.
Overture by Italian band.
,
Overture King Dodo
Heldlng Anderson
Grand Orchestra
Orpheus and Enaldlce
Miss Taylor
Theme and Variations . . Ovlde Musin
Prof. Dl Mauro
Doris (with violin and cello obligator)
Kevin
Miss Grace Houghton
Polka, with Variations
By Clemens 8trassberger
.
DI

Mr. A. Moya

Carmen

Bizet
Mr. Ed F. Thomas

g

Say Quaker distinctly

CONCERT.

GRAND

From the Hustler.
About 600 head of cattle passed
through town this week on their way
to the mountains.
T. R. Bousman, of Freeland, Texas,
who last fall purchased the Joe Smith
ranch east of town, arrived last week
with his family and will take possession of his new ranch In a few days.
S. L. Sherman, a workman engaged
in demolishing the old butcher shop
on the site of the proposed new Engle-mablock, was painfully but not seri
ously injured Saturday morning, by
one of the walls falling on him. The
accident fortunately happened at a
time when a number of people were
on the street, who aided quickly in
his rescue.
If any two men deserve a rest and
a word of praise from a community,
It is Sophis Jensen and S. J. Elliott,
drivers of the Durango stage. With
only one common goal to reach, that
of getting the mail through In the
shortest space of time, these boys
have battled snow and mud from fifteen to twenty hours a day for the
past three months, without even once
disappointing our citizens with the
regular morning mail delivery, while
careless indifferent drivers could have
ciiused a world of annoyance both to
the owner of the stage line and Its
patrons.
n

Intermission
Overture by Italian band
From the Enterprise.
Overture Poet and Peasant... Suppe
T. H. Byron, son of a wealthy Brad
Grand Orchestra
ford, Pa., capitalist, is in the city look Cavatina, aria from Lucia de Lamer- ing over the mining situation.
Donizetti
moor
A little scrimmage took place at the
Mrs. Cuneo
corner of Broadway and Yankee Kentucky Home, with Variations...
streets last Monday morning which atFoster
tracted a large crowd. No bones were
Second Orchestra
broken.
Wallace
Romance, from Maritana
George Jakes, living below town, has
Mrs. Wendell
a freak in the way of a three-leggeArr. by DI Mauro
American Air
goat that is quite a curiosity. The goat
Third Orchestra
was born several months ago with Sextette, from Lucia de Lamermoor
only one hind leg, and in spite of its
Donizetti
missing member, it is very sportive
Grand Orchestra
and agile.
Ball
A party of sportsmen, consisting of
Chlckerlng Bros, piano kindly loanCaptain Powell, Ed. Layne, Theodore ed by Hall & Learnard.
Carter, George Bell, A. Burdette, ClarTickets on sale at O. A. Matson eY
ence Bayne and Sam McAnlnch, left Co.
for the Pines Cottages, In the Burros,
Taxpayers of precincts 12 and 26, of
where they will be the guests of Mr.
the city of Albuquerque, can leave
and Mrs. Thomas Parker.
Probate Clerk Walton evidently has their tax returns at the office of F. H.
a tender feeling hid away somewhere Kent, on Third street, for the next
never before suspected for the cred- few days, where the assessor has esitors of Grant county, considering the tablished an office for the purpose.
promptness with which he has issued
Mesa Rsort
the warrants to those entitled to the
Three miles from town, just north.
same. The commissioners finished of Mountain road. Covered wagon up
their business Tuesday, and by the and back every day. Tent room with
evening of the following day, warrants best of water or board and lodging;'
were ready for distribution.
terms reasonable. For particulars Ino
quire this office.
IT'8 IMPOSSIBLE.
Boys' W. L. Douglas $2.60 shoes-stron- gest
To Disprove Facts It Is Decidedly
boys' shoe In the worl- dEasy to Verify Albuquerque
made of box calf or vlcl kid, at $2.60.
Opinion.
Nothing by way of an Introduction Simon Stern, Railroad Ave. Clothier.
could be added to the experiences and
No tuberculosis preservaline or cot
opinions given below, which could In orlng in Matthews' Jersey milk.
crease their value. Albuquerque peo
ple can safely be left to draw their own
Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 4.3S1.)
conclusions based on such convincing
proof aa this citizen offers. What is Department of the interior, Land Office
at Santa Fe, N. M., March 12, 1908 v
there lacking In evidence like this to
satisfy a
doubting
Notice Is hereby given that the following-named
Thomas T
settler has filed notice
Mrs. M. J. Butler, (M. J. Butler, night of bis Intention to make final proof la
watchman In the Santa Fe shops), res support of his claim, end that said
idence, 717 East street, says: "When proof will be made before the Clerk ol
( went to the Alvarado Pharmacy
the Probate Court at Albuquerque, N.
for Doan's Kidney Pills I had an at- M., on April 21, 1903, vis.: William H.
tack of backache. It was only one of H. Allison, for the Ett of NW, and
many which had annoyed me for two lots 1 and 2, Sec. 19, T. 10 N., R 4 E.
He names the following witnesses to
or three years. At first they were mild
and I expected they would leave Just prove his continuous residence upon
as mysteriously as they came, but with and cultivation of said land, viz.:
John W. Barnett, of Albuquerque, N.
the passing of time the attacks were
more frequent and of longer duration. M.; Joseph F. Sulzer, of Albuquerque,
I used three boxes of Doan's Kidney N. M.; William Hart, of Albuquerque,
Pills and was rewarded with an entire N. M.; Edward F. Weed, of Albuquercessation of the aching. Up to date, que, N. M. .
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
and It is considerably over six months
since I stopped the treatment, there
Notice of Forfeiture.
has not been a sign of any recurrence."
Territory of Arizona, County of CoFor sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, N. chise, 88.
To M. J. Sherlock, his heirs and asY., sole agents for the United States.
signs:
Remember the name Doan's and take
You are hereby notified that I have
no substitute.
expended one hundred dollars ($100.00);
In labor and Improvements upon the
FURNISHED ROOMS.
for light housekeeping, with or with "Aunt Betsy" Mining Claim, situate in
out board. Inquire at Minneapolis Peralta Canon, Cochitl District, BernaHouse, between Huning and Coal, on lillo Co., New Mexico, aa will appear
Second street.
by certificate filed February 8, 19, la
office of the recorder of said Coun
the
Taxpayers of precincts 12 and 26, of ty, In
order to hold said premises un
the city of Albuquerque, can leave der the provisions
of section 2324 RetLelr tax returns at the office of F. II. vised
beKent, on Third street, for the next ing Statutes of the United States,
required
to
amount
the
hold
the
days,
few
where the assessor has es same
for the year ending December 31,
tablished an office for the purpose.
1902.
SILVER CITY.

d

n

the Grave.
A startling Incident is narrated by
John Oliver of Philadelphia as follows
"I was In an awful condition. My skin
was almost yellow, eyes sunken, ton
gue coated, pain continually In back
and sides, no appetite, growing weaker
day by day. Three physicians had
given me up. Then I was advised to
use Electric Bitters; to my great Joy,
the first bottle made a decided Improvement. I continued their use for
three weeks, and am now a well man.
I know they robbed the grave of another victim." No one should fall to
try them. Only GO cents, guaranteed,
at all druggists.
Robbed

Eggs for Hatching
From fine Black Mlnorcas, prolific layat any ers of large white eggs; 50 cents per
hour of the day at the Chicago Restau 13. Also eggs from
the beautiful light
rant, Railroad avenue.
Brahma, 75 cents per 13.
EDWARD McGUIRE.
Roosevelt R&te.
President Roosevelt will be in Santa
our
spring line of carpets
new
See
Fe May 5 from 9 a. m. to 12 noon. For We can save you money. Albert Fab-this occasion we will sell round trip er, 305 West Railroad avenue.
tickets to Santa Fe on May 4 and 6,
good to return May 6, for one fare at
Reclining
$3.45. To bona fide members of the
Each season brings out some new
national guard in uniform we will features and an Improvement over
make the low rate of $1.75 for the last. AH our carts are fitted with new
round trip. F. L. Myers, agent.
and Improved gear, easy riding springs
and durable, and more eiahnrarn than
The Di Mauro concert which Is to ever shown before. We have about BO
be given ou the 14th of April at the assorted prices ranging from $4.00 to
Colombo ball will be with the fine or- idu.oo. Don't fall to see them before
chestra consisting of fourteen pieces. buying. W. V. Futrelle Furniture Cn..
The singing will be contributed by the corner Second and Coal.
best singers of the city, among whom
o
are Miss Taylor, contralto; Miss
We can SUDDlv your wants In nil
Houghton, also contralto; Mrs Cuneo, cloth, and linoleum. The largest stock
Mrs. Wendell, Mrs. Cruess, Mr. Thom- to select from at Albert Faher'a 30K
as, baritone; Miss Damlano, pianist; Railroad avenue.
Miss Hunton, also pianist, and Miss
Japanese and China mattlnr In all
Pratt, pianist; Miss Blanche Reed,
grades at Albert Faber'a, 305 Railroad
pianist.
avenue.
The Chicago Restaurant and Short
Our linen display la attractive; our
Order House,
prices none the less so. Albert Faber,
Meals and short orders at all hours Qrant building.
of the day. Boarding by the week at
reduced rates. Remember the place
We are headquarters for lace curon Railroad avenue, between San Jose tains, draperies and portieres. Albert
market and French bakery.
Faber, 306 Railroad avenue.
o
Ten and IS cent box lunches

And If within ninety days from the
serving of this notice, you fail or re
fuse to contribute your proportion ol
such expenditure, together with the
cost of this publication, as a
your interest in the said claim will become the property of the subscriber under said section 2324.
Dated March 19th, 1903.
r,

ALEX CONRAD,

Signature.

s.

Assessor's Notice.
Notice Is hereby given that the undersigned, assessor of Bernalillo county, has for the convenience of tax
payers, opened an office at Room 11,
Armljo Building, Third and Railroad
avenue, over B. Ilfeld & Co., In the city
of Albuquerque, where returns of tax
payers will be received until further
notice.
It is made the Imperative duty of
the assessor to assess a penalty
against all tax payers who fall to return their property for taxation and
this requirements of the Statute will
be enforced against all persona who
fall to make their returns to the undersigned within the period required by,
law.

The assessor or a deputy will be In
constant attendance at the place designated above from t o'clock a. m.
until o'clock p. m., each business day
for the purpose of receiving returns.

J.

M. SANDOVAL,

Assessor Bernalillo County.

,
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Oxfords
and Slippers
YOUR FFET WILL FEEL FINE IN
A PAIR OF OUR DAINTY STRING
OXFORDS OR SLIPPERS
Dongola Oxfords, McKay sewed,
91. BO to 9178.
VIcI Kid Oxfords, lAand Turn,

92.23 to 93.00
Ylcl Kid Oxfords, Extension Sole,

92.23 to 92.73
Patent Kid Oxfords,

93. OO to 93. 8 O
Kid Strap Slippers,

91.28 to 92.80

Tat. Leather Strap Slippers,

9 2. SO

Children's Spring Heel Oxfords,

91.80 to 91.43

Children's Spring Heel Slippers,
91. OO to 91. eo

.ooooooo
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BEST IN FLAVOR,

lest

In yield, best In popular esteem

of all vegetable growers. Trotter's
seeds are unsurpassed for health and
vigor. Plant your garden with them
and your crop will be enormously
plentiful.

F F. TBOTTEB
Successor to J. L. Bell & Co.
.Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.

Of
lthM
AK

I

-
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Easter Shoes for All
You WiU Want a Pair of

SHOES or OXFORDS
w'h your Easter gown and
place to buy them is at our
store. Our lines of Spring Foot- wear are complete and include
all the new shapes and lasts. The
prices are right. Call andsee them

V'si

Nx

LiV

2

&t

fJ

T. MUENSTERMAN

Opposite Postoffice.

224 South Second St.

MONEY TO LOAN.

0. W.

I

STRONG

On diamonds, watcnee,

& SONS,

etc,

or any

food security; also houaehoM good
stored with me; strictly confidential.
Highest cash price paid for household
food. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN. 114 Gold avenue

run a modern Hospital Ambulance Day and Night

Subscribe for The Daily Citizen.
o

Prompt and Careful Service

Just received a full line of children's
and misses' spring heel slippers and
Oxfords in red kid, black kid and pat
ent leather. Prices from 1 to $1.60 at
C. May's popular priced shoe store,
208 Wjst Railroad avenue.

BOTH PHONES.
201-21-

North Second

1

St
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$7,500,00
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CLOTHING

EVERYTHING FOR MEN AND BOYS

STENOGRAPHY

Extraordinary!

Few Facts Relative to Our Ready Made Clothing

A

Suits over 200 distinctly new patterns are
Our entire Spring line of Men's Ready-to-Wenow at hand. They are the products ol the foremost manufacturers each suit being perfect in fashion, fabric, finish and fit, no matter the value. They comprise the largest, most
complete line of Men's Suits ever on sale in the southwest. We can fit any man no matter the size. The price on ever suit is right marked honestly, conscientiously and
extremely low considering the quality. These are not boasts we know whereof we
speak, but to substantiate the above and to make it worth your while to investigate, we offer
INSURED CLOTHING
Any suit which goes wrong, either in wear or quality, will be replaced by one of equal value
ar

D

Distinctive Feature About
Our Ready Made Clothe
arm

cum torn'

tit.

Collars

arm patent
non - aagahim,

tmllormd and

arm mad

Distinctive Feature About
Our Ready Made Clothes

Pockets

Shoulders

can't

to

arm

Q8-010-Q-

mmt

in New Mexico.
GOOD

Walkover Shoes

--

tmratlonm.

pi 5 and 18
Over a hundred new patterns to select from equal to the $25
quality Coats made In 3 or
sacks with the new rounded
cut-way corners all lined with the
finest material throughout made from
all the new high class woolen novelties In Imported Worsteds, Cassimeres and Covert Cloths.

Suits for every day wear and for dress
that elsewhere sell as high as $15
made In unfinished worsteds and
casslmeres In many new novelty patsack coats and
terns 3 or
single or double breasted.
SPECIAL
well
A fine Black Clay Worsted
for Eaater a $15 value
$12

made-to-ord-

a

.FOR S20 and S22.
the most fashionable and exclusive line of suits ever on display here would do credit to a
made In all the latest approved styles from the very finest Scotch and English
city twice our size
mixtures.and Silk and Wool Stripe Novelties every suit made for style and service.

We are showing

OLIVES, PRESERVES
Pickles and table relishes; all fresh;
no stale goods. Call and give us a
trial. D. WEILLER & CO.

MONEYIO

LOANJl

or any good
security. Great bargalna In watches
ot every description.
A. H. YANOW
209 South Second street, a few doors
north of postoffice.
On diamonds, watches

R

J:

POST

& CO.

HARDWARE
Best Grades..

AND TYPEWRITING

Cotton add Rubber
Carden Hose

Miss L. M. Johnston

not who is a graduate of the Smith Business College, at Paducah,
Ky, has fitted up parlors at H34 North Third street,
where she will teach Stenography and Typewriting to
both day and night pupils. All desiring to fit themselves
for general office work call and see her.

signs the OSTF.OPATIIIO BILL,
GOVERNOR OTERO
Doctor Conner of this city, permitting to Graduates of recognized Osteopathic colleges to practice in New Mexico.
The egul (iht Is over and Dr. Conner will still be found in his office for
the practice of Osteopathy medicine and Surgery.

Hose Nozzles

Lawn lowers
Lawn Rakes
A COI1PLETE 'LINE OF
GARDEN TOOLS.

Smokers.
& itltemiltiomiS
As the result of a bargain purchase,
we can offer you four straight ten
cents.
cent cigars for twenty-fiv-

This celebrated shoes is sold exclusively by us, and
is really a five dollar shoe in style,
O
durability and appearance

tJ

with
In. outlmt
allowing a I

for

12

Specialty Osteopathy

CLOTHE

arm madm

9- -

Don't mag out
ot mhapo.

em

Stylish Dressers
Always appreciate a stock of well selected merchandise. We can
assure you that our large and complete stock of wearables for men
and boys is beyond a doubt the finest selection of high grade goods

..Seams..

mmart
and high

roR

Globe-Democra- t.

at the "No Name" store will sell all
street hats at a great reduction on Friday and Saturday of this week. Now
h
Is your opportunity to get a very
street hat at a very low figure.

1903

CASH

o
In Prizes to Family Cooks
Commercial club dance tomorrow oo
(Wedensday) night.
o
Tnere will be 733 winners
Regular meeting of Harmony lodge, o
from 9200.00 to 98. OO,
No. 17, this evening. All Odd Fellows 3
an honest and easily underInvited to attend.
stood compel it i mi. Write
Mrs. H. F. Lee Is entertaining her
Cookery Dept. No. iiO.of
friend, Mrs. Solomon Luna, who is
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd.,
here from Los Lunas.
Battle Creek, Mich.,
Mrs. A. W. Hestor and Mrs. H. A.
Goodrich, two ladles from Chicago,
for Instruction. Costs conare enjoying the balmy atmosphere of
testants nothing in any way.
the Rio Grande valley.
Don't forget the Woodmen Circle
dance, which will be held at Colombo
W. H. Wolff
wife, popular peohall on Friday night, April 17. Pro- ple of Gallup, and
are in the city, coming
grams are being printed, and the In
from the west last night, and they
ladles are arranging for a fine time.
will continue north to Trinidad and
O, E. Cromwell informs The Citizen
to Dalhart, Texas, tomorrow
that the morning paper is In error in thence
regard to his assessment. Tiiat paper morning. Mr. Wolff is the owner of
publishes Mr. Cromwell's assessment the Gallup Electric Light & Power
at 115.000. Last year his assessment company, and recently secured the
franchise to put in an electric light
was $31.8;o.
Last night, Mrs. Covington gave a plant at Dalhart. After starting the
concert at the A. M. B. church, which preliminaries at Dalhart, the gentlewas very Interesting and was well at- man will go to Chicago and purchase
tended. The proceeds will go to the all the necessary machinery to give
pastor, who is sick. The Whitson the finest of lights to Dalhart conMusic company loaned the piano for sumers.
General Coulter, assistant quarterthe concert.
Montague Stevens and wife, accom- master general of Kansas and editor
panied by R. M. S. Dill, are in the city of the Western Veteran, will arrive In
from Magdalcna. Mr. Stevens says the city tomorrow (Wednesday) night,
the ranges of the Magdalena moun- - and will be the guest that evening of
tains are covered with a One growth of Post Commander J. W. Edwards, at
grass, and the holes are filled with whose place on West Railroad avenue
good water, thus assuring fat stock of he would be pleased to see all local
veterans. General Coulter is returnall kinds for the coming summer.
Mrs. Lillian E. Symmes, aged 35 ing from a visit to southern California,
years, wife of George W. Symmes, died and will proceed on to Kansas Thurslast night of tuberculosis at the resi- day morning.
Deceased
dence, 312 Baca avenue.
The Roosevelt reception committee
came to Albuquerque recently from will meet at the Commercial club toemTopeka, Kan. The remalnB were
night.
balmed by O. W. Strong & Sons and
Frank Scotti of this city Is visiting
will be sent to Topeka immediately.
El Paso.
Miss Manuela Mandell, Mrs. Cheatham and Mrs. MInzenheimer, of New
Women M. D.'e Meet.
York, were guests of Messrs. Nichols
Sioux City, Iowa, April 14. The
and WilllamB at an informal dinner at state society of Iowa Medical Women,
Camp Canuck last evening. Following the nnlv nrPA nidation nf Its kind fn th
the dinner several new and
Unlted stateB ,,rKan ,t8 RnnlmI con.
games, such as the new red Easter ventlon in Sioux City today. The prohat, etc., were the pleasure ot the gram occupies several days and calls
guests and hosts.
for a series of professional papers, InMiss Belle C. Hollingshead, sister cluding a ulscu8sion of the prevention
of J. H. Hollingshead, whose death oc- ot Insanity, manual training in public
curred here yesterday, arrived today schools, and the duty of physicians to
at noon from St, Louis. The remains disseminate information. The presiare at O. W. Strong & Sons undertak- dent of the society is Dr. Jessie V.
ing parlors, where they will be held Smith, of Wlnterset, and the secretary,
until the arrival of the brother, F. M. Dr. Mary Breen, of LeMars.
Hollingshead, manager of the St.
A new upright piano tor rent, In- It Is not known
Louis
whether the remains will be Interred quire at The Whitson Music Co.
here or returned to St. Louis.
Taxpayers of precincts 12 and 26, of
R. W. Hopkins, of the flag committee of the President Roosevelt recep- the city of Albuquerque, can leave
tion states that the flags ordered are their tax returns at the office of F. H.
not "cotton," as announced In The Kent, on Third street, for the next
Citizen yesterday afternoon, but "all few days, where the assessor has eswool and navy bunting." Everybody tablished an office for the purpose.
in the city should have a flag on that
NEW STOCK.
particular day May 6 when Presi Iris Brand California Canned Goods
guest
be
of the
dent Roosevelt will
the
also
city, ana the committee should be so Our old reliable Monarch brand. If
notified at the earliest possible date.
we can't please you no one need try.
Col. R. E. Twitchell, assistant solic
D. WEILLER & CO.
itor of the Santa Fe railway system In
The. Grocers.
New Mexico, has been Invited by the
TEAS AND COFFEES.
board of regents of the Roswell Mili
None to excel, few to equal. Call on
tary Institute to deliver the annual
commencement address before the D. Welller & Co., Gold avenue grocers.
graduating class of that institution on
McSPADDEN-SPRINGE- R
May 20. Col. Twitchell has accepted
the Invitation and It Is needless to say TRANSFER COMPANY
that his address will be up to the
standard of any of his former efforts.
HAUL ANYTHING
The people of Roswell and the insti
Piano Moving a Specialty.
tute are to be congratulated, as Col.
Twitchell Is one of the most brilliant Auto. Phone 297
Colo. Phone 48
public speakers In the southwest.
In order to make room for advanced
summer styles Mrs. D. D. Coverdale,
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Have You Seen That Case of

Fine Mechanical Tools

The Plngree Shoe

jl
U0frjtQo9t

$MS

aff

M

is the finest dress shoe to be found.
Me and honest in all of its many
good points
94.00 and

Dressy, dura- -

oo

f

in Our Window

11

ej

Dutchess Trousers
We pay you 10 cents for a suspender button; 50 cents for a rip in
the waistband, and $f.ooforarip in the seat or elsewhere. This
guarantee goes with each and every pair sold.
S2.50-S3.00-S3.50-S4.-

m

tat ton a tin

Matm

04.OO

00

SEE WINDOW DISPLA Y

Boy' Ran

Bhomm
Gall
01. SO

fell

We Also Carry a Lars? Stock of

Carpenters' Tools
and

Fine Goods

4 for 25 cents
dear Havana

Builders' Hardware

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

Postal Pharmacy

